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Motion in data visualizations has been studied from different perspectives such as perceptual theories, visual form studies, and user
experience explorations. This thesis analyzes this topic with another
approach: how motion can help with the communication goals of
a visualization. After studying several examples, I have developed a
conceptual framework that lets me categorize four different
functions: representing data (named data as motion), interpolating
and showing how data values are related to the same visual form
(motion as an interpolation of data values), guiding the viewer (motion
as a storytelling device), and drawing attention to the piece
(motion as a captivator). These four categories can sometimes appear
together at the same time, depending on the needs of the data
and/or of the visualization.
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To identify the advantages and limitations of each of the categories, I
have applied them in various ways in two case studies: The State
Financial Disclosure project, about the levels of transparency and corruption in the American states; and the Swimming World Records
through History project, a visualization of how record times have
improved in the sport. These practical examples had the goal of
understanding how the four functionalities work, how they can be
ideated, and what difficulties designers might encounter when
they try to apply them. The case studies show how motion can present
patterns through time that cannot be seen statically, and demonstrate that the elaboration effort of motion —both in terms of ideation
and implementation— depends mainly on the relationship between
the transformations and the data.
In conclusion, the goal of the thesis is to bring new knowledge to the
data visualization field, improving the understanding of the
functionalities of motion to enrich its implementation and consider it
as something more than a superfluous decision.
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Introduction
Traditionally, the written and oral voice were the tools to explain and
tell stories. Around them, new mediums were developed, such as
books, radios, televisions, etc. Each of them has its own language and
techniques to communicate. The same happens for information
design, a field that uses the visual and verbal language to analyze,
explore and explain information that is difficult to communicate
in another way. This and revealing patterns and relationships through
visual representations are what make of information design a tool
that is used in many and completely different fields.

Horse Daisy jumping
hurdle, saddled
with rider, preparing
for the leap, by
Eadweard Muybridge
(1884/1886).

Data visualization, visualization and information visualization are designations used in design and scientific communities to refer to these
visual representations of data that amplify cognition (Meirelles 2013).
Although the three terms are used interchangeable in this thesis,
data visualization is the one that has more relation to data and interactivity and, therefore, to this thesis. However, they all facilitate search
and discovery, convey meaning or support perceptual inference
(Meirelles 2013).
Independently of the technology used to create the pieces or the
source field in the design, the three of them deal with communicating
complex information. That is why, no matter the final result —either
a simple information visualization in a newspaper, a big visualization
13

or a complex data visualization— they all should be guided be the
same principles, especially two: integrity and truthfulness.
Designing attractive visualizations is also part of this process.
However, it should not mark or influence the structure and composition of the project. Evidently, if the design is visually pleasant to
the eye, viewers will want to spend time with it; but if the information
is not clearly depicted, or the aesthetics confuse or obscure it, they
will leave the visualization faster and without learning something new.
Aesthetics in a visualization should have as main function the communication of information in an effective way: first, by making the data
more understandable; and second, by helping the viewer decode the
different visual elements. As Alberto Cairo states in The Truthful Art
(2016, p.13) a “good visualization is: reliable information; visually
encoded so relevant patterns become noticeable; organized in a way
that enables at least some exploration, when appropriate; and
presented in an attractive manner but always remembering that
honesty, clarity and depth come first.”
There is a lot of information about how visual language —design
elements specifically— should be used or not to create good
visualizations. The focus of this thesis, although very much related to
those three principles of integrity, truthfulness and beauty, pays
attention to other elements that take part in the creative process of
designing data visualizations: in how to communicate interpolations
between data values, how to add transitions between one ‘scene’ and
another or, even, how to show data that are movement. Although
these three areas are different, they are usually achieved through the
same visual element: motion.
Many times, when talking about motion in visualization, the most
usual explanation as to why we should include it or not is ‘this is a
designer’s choice’. While obviously it is the creator who decides to
incorporate this type of dynamic forms, this project has the goals of
understanding how motion can be used with different objectives
and learning if its implementation can affect how viewers interact with
a visualization. Depending on these two matters, motion’s functions
in the design can be different and, therefore, its relation to the principles of honesty, effectiveness, and beauty can also be like that.
I believe that is possible to do both static and dynamic visualizations
while being faithful to the journalistic intention of being impartial and
honest, explaining information in a clearer way, and doing something
14

elegant at the same time. In fact, there are many examples that use
motion to communicate and astonish the eye. They explain
information better and the transformations can create something
absolutely different and beautiful.
There are many psychological and cognitive studies about how motion
takes part in the visual thinking and how with other elements —color,
orientation, size and stereoscopic depth— is one of the ‘simple features’
that have a ‘pop-out’ effect for humans (Ware 2008). Which means
that this type of dynamics usually attracts the viewers’ eye. However,
in visualizations, is this happening as designers want? Or is a
‘non-controlled’ side effect?
As visualizations become more popular for the general public, designers need to have more control of the different elements that take part
in them. It is our responsibility to represent data efficiently, and the
only way of doing so is by understanding how all the elements in the
visualizations participate in the message construction. If we want to
take complete advantage of the possibilities of the dynamic forms,
we need to understand how motion works and how it enhances
the experience, both in terms of interaction and communication. The
starting point is to first learn about what motion really is: is it just
movements that happen in the canvas? Or is it a bigger group of signals
and transformations? Some taxonomies study motion depending on
its relation to rhythm, like the one from Isabel Meirelles that differentiates between the “visual attributes of the basic element” and the
“variable spatio-temporal module called rhythmic unit” (Meirelles
2005); and others pay attention to how motion is applied in the
visualization and if the user can control it or not (Coffey et al. 2012).
There are more uses of motion cognitively speaking, especially now
that programming languages such as D3.js or Processing allow the
implementation of blurs, collisions, zooms, among others, to transform
the visual object. Motion can have different objectives in a visualization: convey a message either by showing the data or by interpolating
states, warn about transformations or attract our attention. This is why
I think it is necessary to differentiate motion not only depending on its
design attributes but also depending on its application in the
visualization.
It is also important to differentiate types of motion depending on its
implementation, that is, how it is interactive. Is it in a loop, by making
the transformations automatic and periodic? Or through the viewer’s
mouse, an interaction that distorts the visual appearance or the
15

behavior of the elements? The reasons to incorporate any of them are,
first, the intention of communicating something and, secondly, the
idea that users will be more engaged with the visualization. However,
there might be examples where motion does not have a positive effect
and, instead of clarifying the information, it obscures it.
We use visualizations to explore and communicate complicated
information or datasets in an efficient and clear way. Motion can help
us in this task, either portraying data through movements (like for
example showing the speed and orientation of the wind in a map),
enhancing the viewers’ interaction with the visualization by adding
transformations or guiding them in the exploration. However, as stated
before, there might be implementations of motion that instead of
clarifying, make the understanding of the story more difficult.
And, more important or dangerous, there might be misuses of motion
that happen unintentionally. As we build more and more visualizations,
and we use always the same transitions for specific tasks, are we constructing ‘dynamic meanings’? It is important to answer this question
because by realizing this exchange of significances between visual
transformations and messages, we will be able to use motion more
efficiently as a narrative device that guides viewers through the
exploration of the visualization and, therefore, story.
I am sure that in the creation of visualizations, designers have found
themselves in the conjuncture of having to choose between using
transformations or not, of having to decide if they were helping viewers or just embellishing the design. Yes, using motion is a designer’s
choice, but it should not be treated lightly, especially in data visualizations created by media. As any element in a visualization, it should
have a purpose and a meaning. It should not be gratuitous.
There are many examples that use these transformations efficiently
and beautifully. One of the best ways of learning is to see what others
do, study what works and what does not, and find the practical
examples of the theoretical explanations. This thesis includes cases
that represent different uses of motion in a visualization: communicating data, interpolating transformations in the data, guiding the
viewer through the story, and embellishing the design.
To explore how motion can be introduced in a visualization, this thesis
also shows case studies about how these transformations can help in
the design, or how the designer —in this case, me— chooses to employ
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them. These examples have the goals of using motion to communicate
specific data, to guide the viewers through the story, to attract their
attention making them interact with the visualization, and, finally, to
embellish the design. These case studies also examine how these
different aims are achieved, or not, and why.
In summary, this thesis answers the question of how motion can have
a range of four uses and meanings in a visualization. The goal is
to improve our understanding of how dynamic features can convey
messages and expand the user’s comprehension of a visualization.

17

Chapter 1

State
of the Art

Figure 1.1
Blaze 4,
by Bridget Riley (1964).
Her black and white
paintings created
illusions of movement.

Although motion visualization is a term in itself and is used for visualizations that show objects or data moving or changing through time
(Schroeder 2014), this thesis addresses a different topic: motion in
visualizations. The goal of this chapter is understanding how motion
can be introduced in visualizations: if it is by making it the protagonist of the story or if it is to guide the viewers through it. In order to
understand it and use it better in our designs, we first need to know
what can be considered motion in the context of this thesis, how motion
is decoded by our brain, and what types of motion we can find.
19
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“Motion is capable of favoring and
intensifying the empathic element...
because, through the transmission
of a peculiar rhythm, it 'sets in motion'.
The innermost rhythmic structures
of the human constitution”
Gillo Dorfles
20
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Motion:
science and perception

What is motion? Is it just a change of position, the occupation of a
different place? Or is it something more? In this thesis, motion is much
more than just pure movement. However, in order to understand this
last statement and learn more about what motion is, its physical
approximation can not be ignored.
The broadest definition of motion comes from classical mechanics
where motion is the change of position of an object over time. Many
scientists, like Galileo, Copernicus, Kepler, or Isaac Newton among
many others, have studied how this phenomenon happens and works.
Through them we know that dynamics are the forces that make
motion happen; or that motion and time are inseparable (Dorfles 1965,
p. 41). Terms such as acceleration, interval, pause, etc. —forces and
granularities that can also be implemented in visualizations— are often
used to describe and measure movements.
Historically, science has been the field dedicated to understanding
how motion is a phenomenon. To unmask it, scientists represented it
through illustrations. They were the first ones to try to visualize
motion in an analytical way, especially to explain how it was and what
forces took part in it. However, these depictions were allegorical.
Science had the same limitation that literature and art had: it was
impossible to perfectly imitate movement (Holton 1965, p. 28).
One of the scientists who tried to overpass this limitation was
Etienne-Jules Marey. A French physicist, Marey invented instruments
to record body movements that could not be directly observed
—such as pulse— and to represent them graphically. He believed that
graphic notation —what he called ‘graphic method’— was the best way
21
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to capture information about movement (Douard 1995) because
language was limited, whereas the graphs and photographies
obtained by recording motion were “language of the phenomena
itself” (Daston and Galison 1992). At the beginning of his book The
Graphic Methods of Experimental Sciences he stated (Laporte 1998):
“Science has two obstacles which block its advance: first,
the defective capacity of our senses for discovering
truths and then, the insufficiency of language for expressing and transmitting those we have acquired. The aim
of scientific methods is to remove these obstacles… The
graphic method, better than any other, reaches this goal.”
Marey was interested in displaying real movements of organic
machines. One of his inventions, the sphygmograph, an adaptation of
the kymograph invented by Carl Ludwig, “measured the displacement of the artery wall at the pulse point of the wrist of an human
body” (Douard 1995) by attaching at one end a pulse point and at
the other end a stylus that was in contact with a paper. For Marey, the
figures that this type of inventions created were important first
because “they transcended the divisiveness and incompleteness of
language, and second, they captured, without interpretation, what
the human senses never could” (Daston and Galison 1992).
22

Figure 1.2
Train schedules,
by Etienne-Jules Marey
(1885)

CH AP TE R 1 • STATE OF THE A RT

Figure 1.3
Geometric
Chronophotograph of
the man in the black
suit, by Etienne-Jules
Marey (1883)

He also used the graphic method to explore other topics not related
to biology, but still related to movements and time. One of his most
famous works, especially in the visualization field, was his train schedule between Paris and Lyon (Figure 1.2). This time series graph
represented trains arriving and departing from stops, the length of
the time they spent at a stop, their speed (through the slope of
the line representing the train), the distance traveled between stops,
and the direction of the train (Douard 1995).
These two examples symbolize, however, two different ways of
portraying time. While the train schedule did not show motion while it
was happening, the sphygmograph captured it while it was occurring,
with both its normal behavior and its deviations. And it was that what
Marey was more interested in.
Whereas his first experiments focused on capturing movements while
in rest, soon enough his interest moved towards displaying variations
in locomotion. And that is when difficulties between time and graphic
representation appeared. Graphic methods allowed him to represent
time spatially, but how to represent continuous motion? At the
beginning, Marey was able to record graphically information about
three dimensional movements and to use that information to calculate
the energy needed in those movements.
23
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But he wanted to go further, to represent the movement completely.
In order to do that, he had to augment the frequency of the images
taken and reduce the forces that represented the movement into lines.
That is, he needed to create diagrams to represent time.
For example, to capture the image represented in Figure 1.3, that
represents the movement of a man, Marey had to dress him in black
and add metal bands to his limbs. By doing that, he reduced his
movement to bright lines that represented positions. Marey’s technique, called chronophotography— photographic practice that
captures movement in several frames of print— allowed him to decompose time “into its elements” (Douard 1995), to show movements that
the eye could not perceive. And unlike his contemporary Muybridge
whose work influenced Marey to photograph animals and their
mechanic —one of Muybridge's works can be seen in page 12 of this
thesis— he used only one camera to take 12 consecutive frames a
second. That invention is considered the first movie camera.
Marey’s inventions allowed science to move from seeing and picturing
phenomena, to graphing —writing— and “thereby measuring,
movement, which requires eliminating virtually all pictorial detail”
(Douard 1995). He created an accessible document that did not
require specialized training to visually interpret it.
His chronophotographic camera however, not only transformed
science but also art. It is interesting to see that while Marey and other
scientists used this new way of visualizing motion to "eliminate
suspect of mediation" (Daston and Galison 1992), that is, they used it
to highlight the objectivity of their observations; cinematographers
started to record motion with more subjective goals, such as provoking
empathy. In The Nature and Art of Motion, a book by György Kepes,
Dorfles reflects on this idea (1965, 45):
“Motion is capable of favoring and intensifying the
empathic element (which surely exists also in many static
phenomena) because, through the transmission
of a peculiar rhythm, it ‘sets in motion’. The innermost
rhythmic structures of the human constitution”
VISUAL COGNITION
Dorfles’ quotation refers to motion as part of the human nature. And
as that, it is not only a physical phenomenon, but also biological and
psychological. The perception of motion constituted an evolutionary
24
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Figure 1.4
Objects that “emerge in
the visual field” (like
this black form)
produce a shift of
attention to it (Ware
2012, p. 176).

advantage for humans, as “awareness of emerging objects in the
periphery vision” warned them of moving predators (Ware 2012, p.
176). Although nowadays humans are used to movements around
them, changes in space still act as signals for them; they alert about
specific behaviors: like urgency (rapid motion) or reminders (slow
motion).
In fact, motion still catches our attention. With color, orientation, size
and stereoscopic depth, motion is one of the feature types that have
a pop out effect for humans (Ware 2008, p. 29). In his book, Visual
Thinking for Design, Colin Ware describes motion as “a method of
visibility enhancement that is a class by itself” (Ware 2008, p. 36). It
generates an “orientation response,” especially if it is produced by
things that appear “in the visual field” (illustrated in Figure 1.2).
It is important to note that the way humans experience motion and
the way physics describes it are quite different (Wallach 1965, p. 52).
While the latter describes it as the displacement of an object, humans
can perceive motion not only in that condition. This is because as a
psychological process, motion has two causes to be visually
perceived (Wallach 1965, p. 53):
Angular displacement or “displacement of a seen object in relation to
the observer”.
Object-relative displacement or “displacement of one object in
relation to another object in the field of vision”.
25
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This last category is what makes humans visually perceive motion not
only in displacements but in any transformation that affects the
form of the object. For example, when a visual pattern is changed in
size without modifying the form, motion is also experienced. This
happens because of the displacement of a form in relation to its surroundings. When the size of the form changes, the surroundings
change too, creating the perception that the form has moved (Wallach
1965, p. 56). This is also the reason why transformations of orientation, opacity, etc., is perceived as motion, even when the form is not
altered (Wallach 1965, 57).
Object-relative displacement is the motive why this thesis focuses not
only on movement but also in the transformations that alter the
visual display of the visualization. Because, as explained earlier, the
human eye perceives motion even when nothing is moving.
One of the most important theories that try to explain how humans
acquire and perceive visual forms is the Gestalt theory. Developed in
1912 by the Berlin School of Experimental Psychology, the Gestalt
laws of pattern perceptions describe how humans see patterns in
visual displays (Ware 2012, p. 181). This theory states that when
humans perceive visually, their brain forms a gestalt, “pattern” in
German, a model-like image (Finke and Manger 2012, p. 104).
All the Gestalt laws developed have something in common: simple and
economic forms are perceived easier; and, as it is commonly quoted,
“the whole is other than the sum of the parts.” Max Wertheimer, one
of the Gestalt psychologists, explained that when humans perceive a
number of stimuli, they do not experience as a rule that “number” of
individual things separately: first one, then other and, then, the following one. Instead, humans perceive “larger wholes” that are “separated
from and related to one another…their arrangement and division are
concrete and definite” (Wertheimer 1923).
This is the reason why all these rules can be used as design principles
for information displays (Ware 2012, p. 181). However, most of the
books and authors, such as Ware or Finke and Manger, mention only
eight of them, which are considered the most important ones:
Proximity

Law of proximity. Elements that are close to each other are perceived
as belonging together, producing connections between them. In the
Proximity diagram (on the right), lines appear to be in three different
groups due to their horizontal position.

26
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Similarity

Law of similarity. Elements that have similar design are perceptually
grouped together. For example, in the Similarity diagram, the
circles and the squares make us see two clear groups based on the
forms of the visual elements.

Connectedness

Law of connectedness. Elements connected by lines are perceived as
being related. As Ware states (2012, p. 191), this law is key to the
node-link diagram, such as networks; relationships are usually represented through lines.

Continuity

Law of continuity. Humans perceive harmonious continuity better
than abrupt changes in direction. It is usually easy to identify origins
and destinations of connecting lines if they are smooth and
continuous (Ware 2012, p. 183). Instead of seeing nine different visual
forms in the continuity diagram, we see one curved line and one
straight line.

Common fate

Law of common fate. Related to the law of continuity is the Law of
Common Fate (Finke and Manger 2012, p. 107) that states that
elements that are perceived as having the same trends in motions
—movements/behaviors— are grouped together.

Symmetry

Law of symmetry. Symmetrically arranged elements are preferentially perceived by the brain. Their observed figure comes to the
foreground, leaving the other elements in the background of
the image.

Closure

Law of closure. Elements are perceived as complete, even when parts
of them are missing. When different elements are lined up, they
are perceived as belonging together, giving the impression of a closed
form. In the seventh image of Figure 1.3, on the left diagram we see
a rectangle and a circle, whereas in the right one we see a different
from and a line.

Figure-ground

Law of figure and ground. Small components are usually perceived as
objects that are in the foreground, while the ground is what is seen
as the background. In the figure on the left, we see a vase or two faces
depending on where we look.

Figure 1.5
Gestalt principles
(Ware 2012)

Although many of these laws, especially the Law of Common fate, are
applicable to motion, the psychologists of the Gestalt decided
“specifically” to exclude it from their works. Their explanation for it
was the following (Wertheimer 1923):
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“An incursion into cinematographic expression very
quickly reveals that most of its laws are substantially
different from the laws of atemporal drawing. Although movement introduces only one additional
variable, it is an overwhelming one; it so dominates
perception that it severely limits the attention which can
be given to the meaning of the other variables. Furthermore, it is almost certain that real time is not quantitative,
it is 'elastic'. The temporal unit seems to lengthen during
immobility and contract during activity, though we are
not yet able to determine all the factors of this variation.”
Perceiving dynamic patterns
Although humans are very sensitive to motion, one of the problems of
employing it to display data is that the perception of dynamic
patterns is more difficult to understand than static patterns. When all
the forms are the same, the brain identifies correspondences
depending on the proximity of the forms in the frames.
Research also suggests that correspondence of form is more important than correspondence in color when humans perceive motion.
Through informal studies, Ware has shown how motion seems to be
a good way in revealing clusters of distinct data points, and that
clouds of points in elliptical paths can be easily differentiated from
other clouds of points (Ware 2012, pp. 218–19).

28
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Taxonomies of motion
in visualizations

As explained previously, motion can be studied in multiple ways.
That produces also different categorizations depending on the main
point of attention. If, for example, we were to study motion in mechanical systems we would point out that it can be rotary, linear or
reciprocating. However, let’s concentrate from now on in the implementations and types of motion that can appear only in visualizations.
Most of categorizations regarding this topic relate their taxonomies
just to one specific element: rhythm, viewer interaction, etc.
MOTION IN RELATION TO RHYTHMS
Isabel Meirelles (2005) relates motion to two adjectives: dynamic and
time-dependent. While “a visual form is a stable spatial structure” and
it is time independent, visual formations —as the author proposes to
call the visual forms that are animated— are time-dependent because
their visual form changes in time.
Meirelles’ visual formation is shaped by two parts: the traditional properties related to the visual attributes of the basic element (shape,
scale, orientation, position, tone, color, and texture); and the rhythmic
unit —the time variable— categorized in three different groups:
Spatial properties: origin. As their name indicates, they are properties
related to the modification of the spatial qualities of the attributes.
Temporal properties: starting point and duration. Temporal qualities
are related to the dimension of time and, therefore, they need a
specific moment to be initiated (starting point) and the period in
which the transformation is completed (duration).
29
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PROPERTIES OF VISUAL ATTRIBUTES
Spatial category
Origin
Changes in spatial origin for
attributes of tone and orientation

o2
o1

Temporal category
sp3

Starting point
Scale’s rhythm

sp2
sp1

Duration
Changes in duration given
by different velocities

v2
v1

Kinetic category

v2
v1

Velocity
Scale’s rhythm

a2

Amplitude
Scale’s rhythm

a1

Reference point
Scale’s rhythm

rp3
rp2
rp1

Figure 1.6
Time properties for the seven basic attributes (Meirelles 2005).
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Kinetic properties: velocity, amplitude and reference point. “Spatiotemporal” dependent properties and, therefore, reliant of the other
two properties.
The modification of one of the properties of the basic element alters
at least two of the three rhythmic properties. As a result, for Meirelles,
the basic unit of the visual formation is the rhythm, the speed in
which those changes are implemented, a unit that has two parts itself:
a cycle and an interval. The first one is the “periodic recurrence,” “a
system of relationships in which variables are integrated and coordinated;” whereas the last one is the period of time that happens
between the repetitions of the cycles.
The term rhythm, which in a general context is used to describe the
length of a sequence, can be also employed to describe the visual
dynamic of the individual elements (Finke and Manger 2012, p. 148),
this is if they are moving slowly or quickly, and how they move in
relation to the general picture.
These uses of time also produce specific tempos or pacing that help
“holding the viewer’s attention without neglecting the information”
(Finke and Manger 2012, 148). As I will explain later, the variation of
tempo also conveys information, emphasizing changes in the data
or in the narration.
MOTION IN RELATION TO ITS STRUCTURE
Another description of motion was done by Coffey et al. (2012) who
used a matrix with two dimensions —(1) design choice for time; (2)
design choice for space— to elaborate their taxonomy. The design
choice is present in three different ways: if the user has an interactive
control of the time (play or stop) or space (rotating or repositioning);
if it is an automatic animation (loop); or if it is shown statically.
While the authors thought that the static representations of time
would be the fastest ones to be analyzed by users, their research failed
to prove it. The participants of their study spent less time analyzing
the Animated Time designs than with Static and Interactive Time. In
fact, most of them stated to be most confident with Interactive
Space, Interactive Time Design, closely followed by Automatic Space,
Interactive Time Design (Coffey et al. 2012).
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TIME
Interactive
SPACE

Interactive

Animated
ISIT

Interactive camera
Interactive timeline
Animated

Static

ISAT
Interactive camera
Animated timeline

ASIT
Auto camera motion
Interactive timeline

ASAT
Auto camera motion
Animated timeline

SSIT
Multiple camera views in
one scene
Interactive timeline

Static

SSAT
Multiple camera views in
one scene
Animated timeline

Figure 1.7
Motion visualization design taxonomy (Coffey et al. 2012)
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ISST
Interactive camera
Multiple times in one scene
ASST
Auto camera motion
Multiple times in one scene
SSST
Multiple camera views in
one scene
Multiple times in one scene
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Four implementations
of motion

Through the research of this State of the Art and the classification of
the visualizations that will be explained in the next pages, four implementations of motion were recognized. The categorization of these
types manifests how the application of motion can have different communication goals and uses depending on what is conveying. As I will
explain more in depth later, I have identified four implementations of
motion in connection to the role it can play in the visualization: three
of them are related to the functional sense of motion, while the last one
has an embellishment goal.
The four categories are:
1. Data as motion
2. Motion as interpolation of data values
3. Motion as a storytelling device
4. Motion as a captivator
These categories are not mutually exclusive as the same motion can
be used in different ways in pursuit of different goals.
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DATA AS MOTION
Motion in the display is directly linked to the values in the data. This
can be done through a direct encoding —the data is both motion and
time-oriented— showing speeds, movements, flows, etc.; or through
an indirect encoding —the data has not motion naturally in it, but one
of the variables is metaphorically displayed through it.
Both examples are usually seen in visualizations about weather or flows
when data are related to changes in space or speed. Another example is the animated version of static infographics that need additional
design elements to explain how something happens efficiently.
Flow visualizations are a subtype of visualizations that usually deal
with transforming quantitative data into motion. They are used to
represent patterns of moving liquid or gas. They are often employed in
fields such as aerodynamics, meteorology, weather simulation or
water flow, among others. Ware has identified five tasks that can be
accomplished through flow (2012, p. 231):
•
•
•
•
•

Identifying the location and nature of critical points
Judging an advection trajectory
Perceiving patterns of high and low velocity
Perceiving patterns of high and low vorticity (sometimes
called curl)
Perceiving patterns of high and low turbulence

However, one of the main difficulties of flow visualizations relies on
how to show directionality and magnitude at the same time (Ware
2012, p. 200). At the end, as with any visualization, the designers need
to identify which tasks are more important to identify the patterns
that they are looking for. Laramee et al. (2004) classified the different
techniques that can be employed in flow visualizations, depending on
the different needs of the users:
Direct flow visualization. The techniques used in this category try to
translate the numeric and visual representation of the data as directly
as possible. A common technique is to animate conventional arrows
that represent vector fields through algorithms (Figure 1.6). However,
this visual allegory sometimes is not very efficient if the designer is
trying to accomplish all the mentioned tasks at the same time. Another technique is to color code velocity.
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Figure 1.8
Flow visualization of
the direction of a vector
field (Ware , p.201).

Dense, texture-based flow visualizations. This technique consists in the
computation of a texture that is, in fact, a dense representation of
the flow. Orientation is included in it, usually by filtering the values.
Geometric flow visualization. They use geometric objects to represent
the flow data, giving, as a result, a geometric form. This technique
can be seen in visualizations that show streamlines, streaklines and
pathlines.
Feature-based flow visualization. This technique uses abstraction and
extraction to obtain special features from the original dataset,
such as topological information for example.

Laramee et al. (2004) also note the importance of time in this subtype
of visualizations. First, because flow data includes velocity
—the authors indicate that “flows are often interpreted as differential
data with respect to time”— and, second, because flow data itself
can be time-dependent if it changes over time. This way, flow
visualizations can have three notions of time: steady velocity time
(the one that comes from the velocity of the flow data), unsteady
velocity time (when the data is time-dependent) and animation time
(when animation is included in the visualization).
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Figure 1.9
The Wind Map,
by Fernanda Viegas
& Martin Wattenberg.
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An example of Interactive Space and Animated Time visualization is
the Wind Map1 (Figure 1.9). Created in 2012, this visualization —that is,
in fact, a geometric flow visualization— is, in words of its authors, “a
personal art project.” It portrays orientation and strength of the wind
over the United States using real-time data from the National Digital
Forecast. The weight of the lines represent the velocity (strength) and
the movements, the orientation. The tempo of the visualization is
given by the lines that portray the speed: faster and thicker as the miles
per hour increase. The user can zoom in and zoom out from the visualization, exploring specific geographic points on the map. However,
there is no control of the time; motion cannot be stopped. Nevertheless, the web page has a gallery where different and important
weather conditions are saved, such as Hurricane Sandy or Hurricane
Isaac, as an example of diverse wind patterns.
In the inauguration of the Northeastern Visualization Consortium2,
Viégas and Wattenberg, the designers, explained that their goal was to
visualize and pay attention to something that they could not see.
Their way to do it was to use motion to represent the information.
Their visualization influenced others in the visual exploration of
weather conditions. A few years after the Wind Map was published,
Cameron Beccario created Earth3 (Figure 1.10), a visualization
inspired by the Wind Map that uses the same visual techniques to show
air and ocean currents, among many other variables. Because he is
portraying more data, his visualization offers the users complete control.
They can choose when to stop or resume the animation, what data
visualize, how to see it (both in terms of colors and mapping projections) and which location to see.
Motion can also be used to show transportation flows. Shipmap4
(Figure 1.11) visualizes movements of the global merchant fleet over
2012. It uses color to identify different types of routes, and also
includes statistical information such as counter for emitted CO2 and
maximum freight carried. If the viewer chooses to see the shipments, dots moving across the world appear and patterns around the
main routes (like Suez Canal) and ports are highlighted through
the clusters.
1. http://hint.fm/wind/
2. Inauguration of the Northeastern Visualization Consortium, Fernanda Viegas &
Martin Wattenberg. Northeastern University, Boston, September 23rd 2016
3. https://earth.nullschool.net/
4. https://www.shipmap.org/
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Figure 1.10
Earth,
by Cameron Beccario.
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Lisbon’s Blood Vessels5 (Figure 1.12) by Pedro Cruz, is another example
of how motion can depict movements and flows. The project maps
traffic in Lisbon using 1524 GPS traces and uses vessels as a metaphor
of how a city, as a living organism, changes depending on the hour of
the day and the traffic movements across it. The dots —the vessels—
represent the vehicles in the streets and their color modifies depending on their speed —the slower, the darker— while the streets are
shown as red lines that change their width depending on the number
of vessels traveling inside them. Motion is used to explain the health
of the system: the faster the vehicles are, the more contracted the
vessels appear and the better the circulation is; however, the slower
the vehicles, the thicker the vessels and, therefore, the more
congested and unhealthy the system is. In this way, the city —the
organism— gets contracted when the velocities are higher; but it
expands when they are lower.
Examples of how motion can be used in visualizations to explain movements or processes can be seen in Eleanor Lutz’s works. She creates
static infographics and adds motions to help explain scientific topics.
In 3 different ways to breathe6 (Figure 1.13), Lutz shows how the lungs
of humans and birds and the trachea of grasshoppers expand and
contract differently by animating forms and colors. This information
could have been shown in a sequence of static images, but motion
allows a better understanding of the images.
MOTION AS INTERPOLATION OF DATA VALUES
Sometimes data does not have continuous values, but ordinal ones
—for example, when the data is per year. When this happens, motion
is often used to connect those values through an interpolation. There
are many ways of visualizing these changes: varying sizes and appearances, modifying colors or positions, etc. These transformations “offer
the possibility of illustrating causal connections, thus revealing mutual
dependencies between data, objects and processes” (Finke and
Manger 2012, p. 155). As new visualization techniques are developed
and new functions and ways to interact with the data are modeled
and constructed, new cognitive risks appear.
These cognitive risks appear, for example, in visualizations that use
motion to represent time changes, where users need to be able to
understand what they are seeing at that specific moment and try to
Figure 1.11
5. http://pmcruz.com/information-visualization/lisbons-blood-vessels
6. http://tabletopwhale.com/2014/10/24/3-different-ways-to-breathe.html
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Shipmap,
by Kiln and UCL.
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Figure 1.12
Lisbon’s Blood Vessels,
by Pedro Cruz.
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Figure 1.13
3 different ways to
breathe, by Eleanor Lutz.
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relate it to what they saw at another point of time (Schroeder 2014).
In this situation, motion adds an extra layer of information
(the changes) that is lost when the display is paused or stopped
(Schroeder 2014).
Gapminder7 (Figure 1.14) is the perfect example. This visualization
shows the worldwide evolution of the relationship between life expectancy and GDP/per capita from 1800 to 2015. Part of the information
of the graph relies on its animation, which shows how each country has
evolved through time and also how much the overall situation
has improved.
The beauty of this visualization is seeing the trends, the rhythms of
ups and downs, something that is lost when the users stop the
animation. The designers have tried to solve this by allowing the user
to track the evolution of the countries they want to explore. If they
want to see the changes both animated and statically, they need to
select it and, then, resume the animation. Once it has finished, the
different spatial positions and sizes remain in the visualization,
showing the changes that the country or countries have experienced
over time.
The problem of losing context when there are modifications in the
data displayed —and, therefore, having users also disoriented in our
visualization— also happens, for example, when the viewers use filtering or brushing techniques. These options are not wrongly used. In
fact, they help accomplish what it is now known as Schneiderman’s
Visual Information Seeking Mantra: “overview first, zoom and filter, then
details on demand” (Shneiderman 2016). However, the way they are
introduced is absolutely key in helping the reader keeping track of the
story that the visualization is telling.
Another example is Janet L. Yellen, on the Economy’s Twists and
Turns8 (Figure 1.15) from The New York Times. It is not usual to see
connected scatter plots like this since time is usually represented
in the X axis. In order to help readers understand the graphic, the
infographists —as graphics journalists are known in the field— included
animations to explain the evolutions displayed. This visualization
shows how the data points are the yearly values, while a line that is
animated connects them and represent the changes.

7. http://www.gapminder.org/tools
8. http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2013/10/09/us/yellen-fed-chart.html
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Figure 1.14
Gapminder, visualization tool that shows population
in relation to GDP per capita. In this screenshoot, the
green dot represents the evolution of United States.
Each circle represents the position of that country
through time in the scatter plot.
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Figure 1.15
Janet L. Yellen, on the
Economy’s Twists
and Turns, by The New
York Times.
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World Potus9 (Figure 1.16), a visualization designed by Accurat in
collaboration with Google News Lab, shows how much people from
outside the United States are interested in the United States presidential elections, using data from Google Trends. The visualization is
structured in three parts: the left side of the screen shows a list of
interests that filter the data; the right side displays a bar chart with
the numerical data; and the center and main part illustrates how
much each continent or country is interested in a specific topic. This
last part can be visualized in three different modes: ‘Blob’, ‘Atlas’
and ‘Drops’. All of them use the size and the position of the dots to
represent the interest in relation to the total number of searches,
which by default does not show data from the USA.
The ‘Blob’ mode depicts the information raking in the center the
continent that has more searches and orders the other territories clockwise. Motion in this mode is used to show changes in the interest by
modifying the size and the position of the dot. This way, it is easier to
understand the variations in the information: which continent has
more or less interest, and how this one fluctuates depending on the
topic. The ‘Atlas’ mode positions the dots geographically and uses
motion to show changes of size, as the position is in relation to the
location of the continent. Finally, the ‘Drops’ mode uses data from
the last 24h to rank the dots from rising to falling interest. It uses motion
similarly to the ‘Blob’ mode, with the addition of showing how the
interest has increased or decreased depending on the position of the
axis. This is a great example of how motion helps to understand
the transformations in the data by using fun and engaging transitions.
MOTION AS A STORYTELLING DEVICE
We see motion telling stories almost every day in movies and television series. Editors and directors are experts in conveying information
and emotions through non-dialog techniques such as subtle changes
in the rhythm of the visuals, characters, and music. In fact, before sound
was used in films, “camera placement, lighting, composition, motion,
and editing were relied on as the primary storytellers” (Van Sijll 2005,
x). As Ware (2012, p.237) states “moving the viewpoint in a visualization can function as a form of narrative control. Often a virtual camera
is moved from one part of a data space to another, drawing attention
to different features.”

9. http://www.worldpotus.com
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Figure 1.16
World Plotus,
by Accurat.
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These techniques are mainly used to manipulate the audience’s
emotion with the goal of enhancing their cinematic experience. That is
the same aim that motion has sometimes in visualization: improve the
viewer’s engagement. Therefore, as storytelling practices, these techniques can also be used for visualization purposes since designers
—especially in this specific field— are also editors of a story.
If editing in movies is the selection and combination of shots that
together create a scene, editing in visualization is all the choices that
take part in the data selection and visual portrayal. The following
techniques are some of the film conventions that can also be seen and
used in visualizations. Their film description has been extracted from
Cinematic Storytelling by Van Sijill (2005).
Uses of time
Movies, unlike some visualizations, are linear and they have the limitation of not being able to be influenced by the viewer. However they
have time alterations that are present in visualizations too, and most
of the time they are used with similar goals:
Slowing time down usually draws attention to the scene in films and
the plot in visualizations. In this last context, this use of time is usually
employed to highlight something important and allow the reader to
understand better what is happening.
Fast motion compacts time and, in movies, is used when emphasis is
needed. Visualizations usually employ this technique to show long
trends. For example, it would be very difficult to show a GDP evolution
since 1800 until the present day, like in the visualization Gapminder
without fast motion.
Freeze-frame suspends a scene —either a character or the whole
action— in time. In visualizations, it would be using motion in specific
scenes, stopping it to allow the viewer to interact with it, and then
resume the animation, usually after the click of a specific button. One
specific example that uses freeze-frame is the film The Fallen of
World War II10 (Figure 1.17), an interactive video where in key moments
the viewer can pause the reproduction and interact with the charts,
allowing a deeper exploration of the topic.

10. http://www.fallen.io/ww2/
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Figure 1.17
The Fallen.

Uses of transitions
In films, transitions are used to go from one scene to the beginning of
another. In visualizations, they are used to go from one state in the
design to another one after a specific interaction of the viewer. They
are usually implemented to indicate changes in the data.
Visual match-cut with graphic similarity. In movies that is “achieved
when the image at the end of one scene “matches” the incoming
image of the next one” (Van Sijll 2005, 119). This would be similar to
when the user clicks on a specific element of the visualization —scene
A— to then zoom in or zoom out to get more information about it
—scene B. This technique is often used in treemaps or hierarchical
visualizations where one visual element is the sum of many others.
This can be seen, for example, in the visualization that The Guardian
did about the British Public Spending in 201211 (Figure 1.18). The
overall picture uses bubbles to show the total spending by department and when one of them is clicked, the viewer is zoomed in,
seeing how the amount breaks down in different subtypes.
Match dissolve (fade in, fade out). While in movies this technique
is used to suggest that elements are linked or time transitions;
11. https://www.theguardian.com/news/datablog/interactive/2012/dec/04/publicspending-uk-2011-12-interactive
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Figure 1.18
Public spending by
UK government
department 2011-12:
an interactive guide,
by The Guardian.
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Figure 1.19
The 1,024 Ways Clinton
or Trump Can Win the
Election, by the New
York Times.

visualizations employ this method to highlight when groupings or
elements are being selected, or when the data is being transformed or
changed.
Similar to the goal of anchoring a story and indicating changes in the
visualization, motion can also act as narrator, mixing both the task of
guiding the reader and portraying information. The best way to explain
this last practice is by showing different examples.
In the visualization The 1,024 Ways Clinton or Trump Can Win the
Elections12 by the New York Times (Figures 1.19), TheUpshot, the
section that designed it, analyzes the different possible outcomes of
the election. The viewer can interact either by hovering over or
through filtering by state's result. The first option uses color saturation
to highlight the different ways and results that may happen. The
second one uses motion first to indicate which ways will no longer
happen by making them disappear in the origin of the critical
point; and, second, by moving and making disappear the state that is
12. https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2016/upshot/clinton-trump-paths-to-winelection.html?_r=0
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filtering the results. If the viewers are not familiar with the electoral
system of the United States, understanding how one outcome affects
another can be difficult. Without the implementation of motion as a
transition to highlight the path changes, it would be even more difficult.
A Visual Introduction to Machine Learning13 (Figure 1.20) is a
visualization created by Stephanie Yee and Tony Chu that explains
visually how machine learning works to a non-technical audience.
Through the display and animation of different visualizations, Yee and
Chu guide the viewer over the different steps of statistical learning
and the modeling of features, predictors, and variables. The rhythm of
the story is controlled by the page’s scroll, that is, by the readers, who
maneuver through the visualizations and the transitions with their
mouse. Motion is a narrator because it is through the animations that
the transformations described in the texts are visually depicted.
MOTION AS A CAPTIVATOR
While the three categories explained before were all tied with functionality, sometimes motion is only used because of aesthetic reasons,
with the only goal of attracting the viewers’s eye. And while embellishment can be good, and motion can show additional messages not
related to the data, gratuitous transformations and effects can
cause an overload in the visualization, obscuring its understanding and,
therefore, going against the very core of its design: the explanation
of a topic. Its implementation needs to be carefully studied in order to
create a successful design. The line between ‘flourishment’ and
‘aesthetically elegant’ is very thin when this type of animations is
included in visualizations.
For example, non-effective uses of this motion can be seen in Prezy14
presentations, where an overuse of extreme zoom-ins, zoom-outs,
rotations and other transitions tend to confuse more than help understanding the content that is being explained. However, let’s focus on
the good uses of this type of motion, as there are good examples of it,
both in complex visualizations and in more simple visualization.
Considered one of the best visualizations of the last decade by many
publications and designers, We feel fine15 (Figure 1.21) by Jonathan
Harris and Sep Kamvar is a perfect example of motion used to
13. http://www.r2d3.us/visual-intro-to-machine-learning-part-1/
14. https://prezi.com/
15. http://wefeelfine.org/
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Figure 1.20
A visual introduction
to machine learning,
by Stephanie Yee and
Tony Chu.
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Figure 1.21
We feel fine,
by Jonathan Harris
and Sep Kamvar.
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fascinate viewers. Using data from weblogs, the site portrays the
entries that include ‘I feel’ or ‘I am feeling’ in their texts as particles,
categorizing them with specific moods. Around the different layers
of information, movements and interactions are used to make users
engage with the visualization, mostly in a playful way: at the homepage viewers interact with a set of particles that, first, cluster around
the mouse and, after clicking, explode all around the screen; in a
second layer, the particles vibrate telling the user to click on them; in a
third layer, they are a metaphor of different categories of feelings, for
example. Overall, We feel fine is a great example of how motion that
does not show information can communicate different messages
and set the mood of a visualization, making it more engaging and
effective.
In 42 Butterflies of North America16 (Figure 1.22), Lutz shows 42 butterfly species. Although the visualization does not have much
information —and she even recognizes it in her website— only size,
name, location and appearance, the animation introduces a
non-expected factor that enhances the viewer experience. And
while motion is not related to any type of data in this example, it is
used to communicate a specific message: the butterflies are alive.
Another similar example is Sizing Up Sharks, the Lords of the Sea17
(Figure 1.23), a visualization from National Geographic that compares
the sizes of sharks and humans. The viewers interact with the
visualization by controlling the tempo of the exploration, which is
monitored through the page scroll. Motion is used only in two
elements. The most visual one is the diver that, as the introductory
text states, is a representation of us, the viewer, whose form stays
from the beginning until the end of the page. Small bubbles show how
he breathes and ‘simple’ movements in his legs, how he swims. The
other animation is in the very subtle bubbles showed in the background.
Another important interactive element that none of the other
mentioned visualizations have is sound. Also used in films to
communicate emotions or changes in the action, sounds can also
convey messages, like in this example where it is specifically
telling us that we are indeed underwater. Even as static as this
visualization is, everything is carefully designed to enhance
the audio-visual experience of the viewer.
Figure 1.22
16. http://tabletopwhale.com/2014/08/27/42-butterflies-of-north-america.html
17. http://www.nationalgeographic.com/magazine/2016/06/shark-species-family-treeocean-ecosystem-predator/
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42 Butterflies
of North America,
by Eleanor Lutz.
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Figure 1.23
Sizing Up Sharks, the
Lords of the Sea,
by National Geographic.
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Chapter 2

Four
implementations
of motion
Motion has been the protagonist of many studies and research from
diverse scientific fields, such as classical mechanics, relativity or
thermodynamics, all branches of physics. However, this thesis does
not look at the physical dimension of motion, or its philosophical
or artistic background. The focus of this thesis is how motion can be
ideated and implemented in a visualization.

Figure 2.1
Gyorgy Kepes’
diagrams about the
spatialforces.
(Diagram redrawn from
Keper 1969, p. 24).

As it has been illustrated in the State of the Art, motion in visualizations has been studied from different approaches. Perceptual
theories have explained motion to understand how humans perceive
movement and how it is one of the basic elements that catch their
attention; visual form studies have analyzed the relations between
motion and space and rhythm, and user experience explorations
have been interested in categorizing how users can interact with
motion in the screen. These evaluations are relevant to understand
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Calendar

Granularity 2

granule
Granularity 1

Discrete time domain

chronon

how motion can appear in a visualization regarding its form or implementation. However, further and different explorations of how motion
can be used is needed. As a design element that participates in the
communication process of a visualization, motion can also be part of
the message that is being conveyed. And therefore, it needs to be
evaluated also from a communication point of view.
My goal in this thesis is to approach this topic from the perspective
of trying to understand the functions motion play in a visualization. I
argue that motion is not an add-on in a visualization, a gratuitous
element whose only function is to create something visually attractive.
My purpose is to change the assumption of ‘this is just a designer’s
choice’ to ‘this design element can enhance the visualization in several
ways’. To do so, we need to be aware of how motion’s visual encoding is actively taking part in the understanding of a visualization, that
is, how motion is being implemented and what task it is performing
in the communication process. Comprehending both matters is how
we will be able to apply it effectively.
As it was advanced in the State of the Art, depending on its
communicational use, motion can have different roles: be a direct
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granule
E.g.: Fortnight

E.g.: Weeks

E.g.: Days

Figure 2.1
Example of a discrete
time domain with
multiple granularities.
A day is the
chronon, the smallest
possible unit. The
granularity weeks
consists of granules that
are a continuous set of
seven days. The
granularity fortnights
consist of granules
that are a continuous
set of two weeks.
(Diagram redrawn from
Aigner et al. 2011, p. 54).

representation of the data, interpolate between different states in the
data, guide the viewer through the storytelling and embellish the
design. These implementations consider motion as transformations of
the visual display, either of a specific form in the visualization or
of all the elements in it: displacements, resizes, changes of orientation,
opacity or color changes, etc. Motion is something that is perceived,
and as Hans Wallach explained: “displacement of a visual object relative to the observer is not the only condition that leads to perception
of motion” (Wallach 1965, p. 53).
A differential characteristic between the four categories lies in the
time variable that might or might not be present in them. Aigner et al.
provide a hierarchical organization of time in relation to data (2011,
53–58) that I will use for my explanations of the different uses:
Granularity, “(human-made) abstractions of time in order to make it
easier to deal with time in every-day life (like minutes, hours, days,
weeks, months)” (Aigner et al. 2011, p. 53). Granularities are time values
or ranges that can be larger or smaller (from a second to weeks, to
centuries, for example). A calendar would be categorized with multiple
granularities (days, weeks, months, year); a single granularity would
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be when every time value is given in the same range (like, for example,
just years). No granularity at all is also possible, for example when
there are just abstract ticks.
Chronon, “consecutive time intervals of identical duration” (Aigner et
al. 2011, p. 54).
Granules, large groups of chronons. They are “subsets of the time
domain.”
Aigner et al. also introduce a set of time primitives that are “a layer
between data elements and the time domain” (2011, p. 55). These
primitives are also divided into anchored (absolute) and unanchored
(relative) primitives.
Instant, “a single point in time” (Aigner et al. 2011, p. 56). Instants can
have different levels of granularities, having chronons and granules or
both. They can be dates, like “January 24, 2017” —granularity of days.
Interval, a portion of time that can be represented by two instants
—beginning and end— or by an instant and a duration —either
beginning and duration or duration and end.
Span, the only unanchored primitive, a directed duration of time: “a
number of granules in a given granularity” (Aigner et al. 2011, p. 57).
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Figure 2.2
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Span. Example of the span “four days”
which is formed by four granules of the
granularity days. (Diagram redrawn
from Aigner et al. 2011, p. 58).
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“A good visualization is: reliable information;
visually encoded so relevant patterns
become noticeable; organized in a way that
enables at least some exploration, when
appropriate; and presented in an attractive
manner but always remembering that
honesty, clarity and depth come first.”
Alberto Cairo
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Data as motion

Motion
Data points of
one entity
Code
translation

Screen Space

Figure 2.6
Each data point from
the same entity is part
of a continuous motion
and their numeric
values are what controls
the speed and/or
position and/or
orientation, etc. of the
visual form.

Time

This type of motion uses values of data to animate the forms. The
visual encodings are directly and continuously linked to them.
However, there are different ways of doing it depending on the type
of data that is being represented.
DIRECT DATA ENCODING
There are some types of data that are naturally suitable for this type
of motion as they already have hints of movements and transformations in themselves. For this to be possible, the data needs to be
both position and time-oriented, that is, it needs to have a dimension
containing information about time and position —like longitude and
latitude for example. The visual representation of those dimensions as
motion is direct because it is already considered part of a movement.
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This sub-type of motion usually deals with instants and small chronos,
like milliseconds, hours or days. Most of the times, this makes the
values of the data continuous. Types of data that could be part of this
subcategory could be migration flows (time and location), weather
conditions (time, location, direction), transportation (time and location), etc. Therefore, the visualizations that tend to implement this
type of motion usually use spatial layouts.
INDIRECT DATA ENCODING
Motion can also be used as a metaphorical device when there is a
translation of different types of data into movements or transformations. This happens when data that does not have motion naturally
in it is displayed through it, controlling the function that allows that
movement. In this context, motion is a domain translation that provides
a visual metaphor to communicate a specific dimension.
Therefore, any type of data that does not contain variables related to
motion is part of this subcategory. Time might be a dimension in this
sub-type but it is not a requisite.
For example, let’s imagine that we want to visualize the corruption
level of politicians. We can do a simple bar chart with the corruption
indexes, or we can create a design that represents politicians with
simple forms —like circles— and use motion to represent the numbers.
The more corrupt the politician, the fastest its form moves in the
screen; the less corrupt, the slowest. The positions of the circles can
be aleatory, but the speed in which they are moved are directly
proportional to a number through a scale function. Motion in this
example is the information that is being communicated —corruption
level— but the data is not naturally related to movement.
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Motion as an interpolation
of data values
Motion
Interpolation,
constructed new
data points
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Figure 3.7
Each data point from
the same entity is an
ordinal frame in the
animation, with no
values of the intervals
between them. Motion
is used to interpolate
between those states to
connect them visually.

Time

In this context, motion is the transition between different data states
to show that they are connected. It is an interpolation that conveys for
brief moments that there is something real between them. The data
provides ordinal instants that are separated in time and motion is used
to symbolize the interval between those moments. However, those
intervals are not real values, they are interpolations between one
moment and the other. Motion here could be considered what Heer
and Robertson (2007) call a timestep, a transition that applies
temporal changes to data value.
One of the great advantages of this use of motion is that it provides a
new layer of information presenting variations or evolutions. This type
of motion is usually seen in time-series, where historical moments are
presented. Motion is what anchors the story, providing a link between
the different states, and communicating how they have change.
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“Visualization is a powerful tool, but telling
a story might require augmentation through
some other means of communication,
such as written text, audio, video, or links to
more information. Moreover, guiding
the user through the story might require
highlighting, arrows, or other tools. ”
Robert Kosara and Jock Mackinlay
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Motion as
a storytelling device

1 - Visual display A, in relation to category X

Data points, from one
or more entities

Code translation

Screen Space

2 - Transition from visual display A to B
Data points, from one
or more entities

Motion
Transition between
two different
visual displays (A and B)

Code translation

Screen Space

3 - Visual display B, in relation to category Y
Data points, from one
or more entities

Figure 2.8
A visualization can have
different ‘scenes’.
Motion is used to
connect those scenes
and warn the viewer of
the modification of the
visual display.

Code translation

Screen Space
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This use of motion is directly related to storytelling techniques that
guide viewers through a visualization. The (desired) result is to
lower the cognitive effort of the viewers, that is, helping them to understand the information through the transformations that the visual
display experiences. As a storytelling device, motion techniques have
analogies with cinematic conventions, especially those related to
uses of time and transitions. I am referring to practices such as slowing
time down to highlight something important; compacting time in
fast motion to show long trends; freezing frames to introduce new
information or interactions; doing visual match-cut to go from an
overall layer of information to one specific; or fading in and fading out
to highlight selections or transformations.
Some visualization techniques in this specific use are transitions that
help providing “object constancy for changing objects” such as
“changes of position, size, shape and color and this provides a natural
way of conveying transformations of an object” and communicating
cause-and-effect relationships (Heer and Robertson 2007). A brief
taxonomy of these transitions by Heer and Robertson is:
View transformation, which happens when there is a change in
viewpoint, like when there are pannings and zoomings.
Substrate transformation, which is produced when the “spatial
substrate” of the marks change, as happens when there is an axis
rescaling.
Filtering, transitions that specify which elements should be visible or
highlighted, and usually are accompanied by an axis-scaling.
Ordering, which rearranges the data in a different way.
Visualization change, transitions that change the visual mapping of the
data.
Data schema change, transitions that change the data dimensions that
are being visualized.
Heer and Robertson also add timestep to their taxonomy. But as
mentioned earlier, this specific type of transition is what I consider
motion as an interpolation of data values. However, they are not the
only ones that combine together motion as a storytelling device and
as an interpolation of data values, as their main function is the same:
helping the viewer keeping track of the changes in the visualization. In
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order to avoid any type of misunderstanding, I would like to explain
further the difference between my categorization of interpolation of
data values and storytelling device.
Both roles of motion have a communication function. However, while
motion as an interpolation of data values communicates changes in
the data, motion as a storytelling device only communicates changes
in the visual display. The first one is in direct relation to the data; the
second one is produced when there are transitions in the visualization,
visual changes that do not need to be in direct relation to variations in
the data.
In conclusion, motion as an interpolation of data values is always a
storyteller because it communicates changes through time, but
motion as a storytelling device does not have to be specifically an
anchor in the story.
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“An anesthetic is used to dull or deaden,
causing sleepiness and numbness.
In contrast, aesthetic is seen as something
that enlivens or invigorates both body
and mind, awakening”
Nick Cawthon and Andrew Vande Moere
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Motion as a captivator

The previous three categories of motion were all related with the
functionalities of this element in the visualization. But motion, as a
visual component, also has an aesthetic aspect that can improve or
undermine the final design of a visualization. As this type of motion is
the one that is most related to the artistic side of visualizations, it is
also the one that should provide an aesthetic seduction to the viewers.
The goal of this motion is to be something visually striking; to attract
viewers and make them want to spend time with the visualization.
A correct implementation of this visual encoding should be more in
relation to Vitruvius’ notion of beauty, than with popping-out
effects. For the Roman author and architect, beauty happened only
“when the appearance of the work is pleasing and in good taste;
and when its members are in due proportion of correct principles of
symmetry1” (Vitruvius, n.d.).
Although ‘good taste’ and ‘pleasing’ are subjective dimensions, one
variable that should always be borne in mind is the ultimate goal
of visualizations: explaining information. Motion can provide additional
messages not related to the data, but related, for example, to the
topic of the visualization, or give hints to the viewers about how they
can interact with the design. If motion is used without paying enough
attention to this matter, the result might be a non-intelligible work
that instead of throwing a spell over the viewers and make them want
to spend time with the visualization, confuses and keeps them away.
1. For Vitruvius, symmetry was achieved when all the different parts were in relation to
the general scheme
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“For the image to remain a living organism,
relationships within it must be constantly
changing. The eye and the mind must be
fed with changing visual relationships.
Only this changing variety can provide the
stimulation necessary for holding
attention upon the picture surface”
Gyorgy Kepes
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Data, narrative
and aesthetic appeal

Although the four implementations are explained separately, most of
the time they appear mixed together: portraying data, guiding the
user in the transformations of the visualization, and, if designed effectively, creating something visually attractive that draws the attention
to the display. This happens because all of them have, in a bigger or a
less degree, a relationship with the data, the narrative of the visualization and its aesthetic appeal (Figure 2.9). The two first characteristics
make reference to the content that motion communicates, while
the last one is related to its form, that is, to how motion is designed.
Data as motion, motion as interpolation of data values and motion as a
storytelling device have a relationship with the data used in the visualizations. However, the potential of carrying that data in the motion is
different for all of them. The strongest potential is, obviously, found in
data as motion as it is imperative for it to have a connection to the
data. However, this relationship can be weaker —motion is only related
to one variable, i.e. sea current’s strength— or stronger —motion is
related to two or more variables, i.e. sea current’s longitude, latitude,
time, strength.
In the case of motion as interpolation of data values, the connection to
the data is weaker. However, there is still a range in the potential of
this association. It can be weak, like in Gapminder2 where it only takes
into account values through time; or it can also be more complex, like
the World Potus3 visualization where motion is not only related to
changes in the data values, but also portrays changes in rankings.
The connection to the data of motion as a storytelling device is much
weaker; although it needs at least a small association to it in order
to be present in the visualization. Nevertheless, it cannot be stronger
than it is, otherwise the type of motion would be a different one.
2. http://www.gapminder.org/tools
3. http://www.worldpotus.com
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THE POTENTIAL FOR MOTION TO RELATE TO DATA, DATA NARRATIVE AND AESTHETIC APPEAL
Grades of potential

Examples:
Weakest, weak and strong potential,
but not the strongest potential

Weakest Weak Strong Strongest

Weak, strong and strongest potential,
but not the weakest potential

Visualization properties
Data

Motion

Data narrative

Aesthetic appeal

Data as motion

Motion as
interpolation
of data values

Motion as a
storytelling
device

Motion as a
captivator

The strength of this connection to the data does not imply that one
type of motion carries a better data narrative —a narration of the
transformations and changes of the data— than others. Data as interpolation of data values is very good communicating changes and,
therefore, has the potential of being a great narrative tool.
The same happens for motion as a storytelling device, an
implementation that has the potential of being the narrator through
the visualization —like in the example of A visual introduction to
machine learning4— and not of just being transitions between different
4. http://www.r2d3.us/visual-intro-to-machine-learning-part-1/
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Figure 3.9
The implementations of
motion have various
ranges of potential of
showing data and/or
participating in the data
narrative of the
visualization, and/or of
constructing the
visual attractiveness
of the design.
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graphic forms. In contrast, data as motion can be complicated to
understand and, therefore, it is possible for this motion to not be as
good for the data narrative of the visualization.
Motion as a captivator, however, is a completely different implementation. Although it can convey emotions and messages and, therefore,
has a small potential of carrying a narrative in it, this type of motion
does not have any explicit connection to the data. In the case of We
Feel Fine5, the visual forms move around the display either in an
aleatoric way or in relation to the mouse’s position. In this example,
motion does not have any link to the data nor the visualization’s
message. However, it has a function: it communicates that the viewer
can play, and it participates in creating something beautiful.
Nonetheless, this last matter is more difficult to analyze. Beauty and
attractiveness are both subjective matters. Two visualizations can
be using the same data, with the same visual form and be completely
different to the eye. Typography, colors, structure, etc. are elements
that take place in this visual construction and participate in how attractive a piece can be. In this sense, how can we know when something
is universally beautiful? Or how can we measure if our design is going
to be generally attractive or not to viewers? The answer is not as
straightforward as it might seem. Designers, philosophers and also
mathematicians have tried to find a measure to beauty.
In 1928, George D. Birkhoff formulated it with the aesthetic measure
formula, a quotient between order and complexity. His mathematical
model was based on three phases. The first one is the preliminary
effort of attention, necessary to perceive, that “increases in proportion
to what we shall call the complexity (C) of the object”. The second
phase is the reward of this effort, “the feeling of value or aesthetic measure (M)”. And finally, the third phase is influenced by the degree of
“harmony, symmetry, or order (O)” that the object has and needs to
exist in order to have an aesthetic effect.
Or in mathematical terms:

Aesthetic
Measure

5. http://wefeelfine.org
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O
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C
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Complexity (C) is defined as numerousness, and order (O) in terms of
“repetition, similarity, contrast, equality, symmetry, balance, and
sequence” (Birkhoff 1933, p. 9). The result of this equation is that beauty increases with order and decreases with complexity. However, as
Birkhoff stated, those two concepts depend on the context, author, and
observer, which makes both order and complexity also difficult to
determinate.
After Birkhoff, many others have tried to define and measure order
and, especially, complexity. Bense, for example, proposed redundancy
and Shannon’s entropy6 to quantify both of them (Rigau, Feixas,
and Sbert 2008). For this author, any final design is a selection of an
initial repertoire of elements —the basic states such as colors,
sounds or phenomena, for example— and it is this selected repertoire
what constructs the canvas and shows complexity.
Another important study is the one that Machado and Cardoso developed. In one of their papers (1998), they remarked the problematic
of using Birkhoff’s formula: if complexity is simpler and easier images
have higher aesthetic values, then a “completely blank image has
higher aesthetic value than any other artwork, since it is certainly easier
to process”. For them, the aesthetic visual measure is, instead, a
quotient between image complexity (the higher, the better) and processing complexity (the lower the better). They considered that
images that are simultaneously visually complex but easy to process
have a higher aesthetic value.
Limitations of all these measurements have also been researched and
debated. Frieder Nake, for example, stated in a discussion along
with Harold Cohen, Paul Brown, Philip Galanter and Jon McCormack
that aesthetics “is in itself intrinsically subjective” and, therefore,
it cannot be claimed that “there are objective measures that would
substantially contribute to human judgement” (2012, p. 100). The
formulas previously referenced use quantitative measures, therefore,
are objective. However, humans do not measure, they value and
provide qualities and, consequently, their attitudes towards aesthetic
pieces are subjective and malleable, dependent of the individual.
6. Shannon’s mathematical model of communication defines the communication
system as a system that is modeled by the transmitter, the receiver and the channel. The
transmitter encodes a message and turns it into a signal that is broadcast through a
channel. This channel transforms the original signal creating a new one that is received,
decoded and interpreted by the receiver. Shannon’s entropy is the amount of
information that each message contains.
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It is interesting to add that both Nake and Cohen stated in their
conversations that they tried to use these aesthetic measures in their
own artwork, finding themselves in creative dead-ends (2012, p. 111).
However, it is important to at least assess how these aesthetic measures value order, complexity, and easiness to process. Visualizations
are good examples of how the two first ones need to be in balance
in order for the third to happen. This is the reason why all implementations of motion take part in the aesthetic appeal of a visualization, as
they can provide the order —both in terms of how the data is visualized
and how the visual elements are hierarchized in the display— and
the complexity —not only in relation to how much information is being
displayed but also to how the design is either fostering its understanding or discouraging it.
And this is what makes of motion difficult to use. As any visual
element that adds complexity, its understanding requires a perceptual
effort. This is why the goal when implementing it —when using any
of the four motions— is to make this effort worth it, to employ it with
the objective of adding a new information level that, at the same
time, helps in the clarification of the message and, therefore, does not
destabilize the rest of the visual elements. In other words, the objective is that any of the motions participate in the aesthetic appeal of the
piece, that all the motions are captivators with an informative use.
The ultimate goal is to use a motion with as much sense (in terms of
data and narrative) as visual appeal.
If that is not the case, that is, if the motion is only used to make
the visualization jazzy, to employ it as a fluorescent element to catch
the viewers’ attention, the perceptual effort won’t be worth it. First,
because it will not be communicatively rewarding —there will be no
message in it— and, second, because its aesthetics might hurt the
design complicating, even more, the visualization’s message.
Let’s remember the Wind Map7 for a moment. It is unquestionable the
visualization’s complexity: it is full of lines with different directions,
orientations, stroke weights or speeds. However, motion in this example is not complicating the message but, on the contrary, provides
order to the design and makes it easier to understand. It is this clarifying function, along with a very elegant design, what makes the
Wind Map not only memorable but also visually appealing.

7. http://hint.fm/wind/
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The Wind Map is also a very good example to explain how the
different motions can participate and work together in the visual
appeal of a visualization. The aesthetics of motion is its form, its
design. And in this sense, any of the motions can be beautiful and
striking.
Data as motion —the Wind Map— can be as beautiful as data as a
captivator —We feel fine. And it is this fact what exemplifies that the
best results are when all motions work together. In a good design,
the motions should intertwine with each other, reinforcing themselves
—both in terms of communication meaning and of aesthetic appeal—
and, therefore, improving the visual explanations and the translations
of data into graphical forms and movements. If this is done effectively, motion can be a great visual tool to explore information in
metaphorical ways, allowing, sometimes, a more personal expression
of the data. In conclusion, motion can improve the storytelling of
the visualization, engaging better with the viewers, and, therefore,
increasing the impact of the final result.
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Chapter 3

First
experiments

The projects showed in this chapter have had a very specific goal:
using at least one of the implementations of motion, that is, using it
either to show data, to show interpolations in the data, to narrate
and/or to captivate. The objective is to find the flaws and possibilities
of each of them to understand better how they work and how to
take advantage of all of their potentials.
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Visualizing transparency

Transparency regulations and the advocacy of open data have promoted the collaboration between governments and the civil society.
This has had as a result an increasing amount of available public data;
data that is later analyzed, covered and/or visualized. The visualizations that use these public data usually help to understand how, for
example, a city works, where there might be issues that need to be
solved or what injustices might be happening. That is, they help citizens understand issues of their society and, therefore, promote civil
participation and awareness. This explains why transparency is one of
the biggest aspects to be analyzed when NGOs research about
democracy and corruption in governments or institutions.
However, and depending on the type of data, the access to that
information might be difficult or impossible. The following case study
is part of a visualization that studied the transparency regarding
financial disclosure forms in each state of the U.S. Depending on the
legislation, the states provide this information in an easier or more
difficult way, some of them not offering any access to them. The goal
of The State Financial Disclosure Project was to visualize this issue by
also comparing it with the level of transparency and corruption of
each state in order to find patterns and relationships between them.
A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO VISUALIZATIONS
ABOUT TRANSPARENCY AND CORRUPTION
Transparency is a very broad term, especially in the journalistic field. It
is mostly used to reference political transparency or governmental
transparency, that references the amount of information that citizens
have about how their representatives take decisions, or which relationships they have with other entities, like private companies. However,
transparency is also related to topics that improve people’s knowledge about their society. They can be about how a city hall uses taxes,
or about the number and location of pedestrian crashes, or even
about the number and location of fires of a region.
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Both uses of the term transparency are obviously interconnected;
journalists cannot report about these topics if they do not have access
to the data and citizens cannot know about those topics if there are
no articles that talk about them. This is the reason why most of the
visualizations that use open data from governmental sources are
also linked to the term transparency. In theory, the more access to any
type of data a public entity gives, the more transparent and less
corrupt it will be.
However, the visualizations that are going to be mentioned in this
chapter are only about transparency or corruption scores in a country
or state. How do they portray these indexes that, many times,
are also a good way to weight the democratic quality of a society?
Most of the interactive visualizations found were choropleth maps.
They represented either transparency indexes or corruption scores
through the color of different countries or states. Examples1 of this are
1. http://www.transparency.org/news/feature/corruption_perceptions_index_2016
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Figure 3.1
Corruption Perception
Index 2016, by
Transparency
International.
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the visualizations done by the NGO Transparency International (Figure
3.1), an organization that researches about the perception of corruption in public sectors.
However, one of the biggest problems of using cartographic maps to
visualize any type of score is that when a territory is very large
(i.e. Texas vs. Massachusetts), the visual impact that it has in comparison with other smaller territories, is also bigger. One way of avoiding
this issue, is by using cartograms —maps that distort the area of a
region based on data— or graduated symbol maps —maps that use a
symbol whose size changes in proportion to magnitudes of data
without being “dependent on the geographical area over which it
stands” (Meirelles 2013, 138). A visualization that uses this strategy is
The State Integrity 20152. Done by The Center for Public Integrity,
the visualization is part of a research that scores the states in relation
to the regulations and systems that they have to prevent corruption.
The visualization is a composition of different graphs:
The first and main part is a grid map3 that uses squares to represent
the American states (Figure 3.2). Each of them has a different hue
according to a color scale. When the viewers mouse over, they get the
state integrity grade, the total score, and their ranking. They also
include a link to specific articles about the states that open when the
users click.
The second part is an in-depth analysis per state of each of the categories that form the score. The categories are shown as rings of a
wheel or donut chart, and they are colorized depending on their grade.
Viewers can sort the states wheels per total ranking, name or category.
Visualizing: Corruption Perceptions Index4 also employs donut charts
to visualize corruption scores. The visualization uses the data collected
by Transparency International over the last 17 years to analyze how
2. https://www.publicintegrity.org/2015/11/09/18822/how-does-your-state-rankintegrity
3. According to Andy Kirk (2016, p. 209), “a grid map displays the quantitative values
associated with distinct definable spatial regions on a map. Each geographic region (or
a statistically consistent interval of space, known as a ‘bin’) is represented by a
fixed-size uniform shape, sometimes termed a ‘tile’. The shapes used tend to be squares
or hexagons, though any tessellating shape would work in theory in order to help
arrange all the regional tiles into a collective shape that roughly fits the real-world
geographical adjacency”
4. http://www.smartjava.org/examples/cpi/#/home
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Figure 3.2
The State Integrity 2015,
by the Center for Public Integrity.
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much national perceptions have changed. The visualization includes
four different views: the world view, the areas view, the country
view and the custom view.

Figure 3.3

The world view (Figure 3.3), that focuses in all the countries showing
how the NGO has included more countries in their analysis over the
years. The visualization is a donut chart with a ring for each country
included in the research. The color scale —from green to purple—
represents the value of the index that, along with the name of the
country, only appears when the viewers mouse over a specific. Motion
is included to move and differentiate that specific ring from the rest
of the chart. A series of buttons allow the viewers to update the chart
according to the selected year. The areas view shows the same donut
chart from the world view but clustering the countries according to their
geographical location.

Visualizing Corruption
Perception Index,
by Jos Dirksen.

The country view allows the users to select a specific country a see
the evolution of their correspondent index over the years through a
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line graph. A table is also included providing information about year
and score. Finally, the custom view lets the viewers select a number of
countries to include them in the ring, that also includes buttons to
see their evolution through the years. This view also includes the line
graph from the country view.
Other works are static infographics, like the one done by GOOD
Magazine and Column Five (Figure 3.4), which visualizes corruption
convictions per U.S. states5. With a more iconographic style, the
5. https://www.good.is/infographics/infographic-america-s-not-so-proud-tradition-ofgovernment-corruption
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Figure 3.4
America’s Not-So-Proud
Tradition of Government
Corruption,
by GOOD Magazine
and Column Five.

infographic uses bubbles to represent the number of corruptions per
10,000 population, and a bar chart to show the total number of
corruption, where the case of Illinois is highlighted by giving more
information of different corrupted governors.
In conclusion, there are not many visualizations about transparency
or corruption scores. Most of them use choropleth maps or cartograms
to show the general index. Ring charts are used for in-depth analysis
of the different categories that articulate the total score. Only one visualization used motion to highlight the users’ selection.
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Project 1

The Financial
Disclosure Project
https://web.northeastern.edu/disclosure-project/

The State Financial Disclosure Project was born from the research of
John Whibey and Mike Beaudet —both Northeastern University
journalism professors. The project had the goal to unite their investigation about the personal financial disclosure regulation and
conflict of interests in the U.S. states, along with the extent of corruption and transparency in each of them. In order to do that, Whibey
and Beaudet, with the collaboration of students of the Journalism
School, analyzed the personal financial disclosure practices required
for public officials in the 50 American states. They calculated a
disclosure degree score for each state, and then related it and put it
together to evaluate transparency of public officials. Public corruption
was also taken into account.
Personal financial disclosure score is based in five: sources of income,
specific ranges of assets, thoroughness, governor’s completed form
and online access to forms.
Transparency, in seven: the personal financial disclosure score,
campaign finance, lobbying, state contracts and procurements, online
access to state spending, gifts to officials, and open data policies
And corruption, in four: convictions per population: last decade,
convictions per FTE, convictions per population: historical, and state
and local convictions.
Alongside with the research, a visualization was developed by
Northeastern Professor Pedro Cruz and me. The main goal was to
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Very abundant

inform about the study, make accessible the results to the general
public, and create awareness about these policies. The visualization,
built at the same time as the research, also served as a way to
reveal patterns or relationships between personal financial disclosure,
transparency, and corruption across the 50 U.S. states.
Since the beginning of the project, the idea was to use transparency
as a metaphor of a dimension that lets you see information,
avoiding more conventional design forms such as bar charts.
FIRST CONCEPT ARTS
From the beginning of the project, it was known that the visualization would need two different parts: the main piece showing all the
states at once to allow a comparison between them; and individual
and specific pages for each state where the viewers would be able to
have a more in-depth visualization and analysis of the results. The
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Figure 3.5
First Sketch.
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Size of states by total number of employees
Transparency

Medium

Abundant

Small

Very abundant

Figure 3.6
Second Sketch.

following sketches only refer to the main part of the visualization,
as we knew that it was that design what would show the direction and
style of the state pages.
The first concept (Figure 3.5) played with the idea of weather and
motion to reveal information. Corruption here was considered as
something that creates a fog that does not allow important information be visible. Using a grid map to portray the states, small lines
of news creating clouds of information would appear and disappear
moving from one side to the other. The idea was that the more
transparent the state, the more news a state would have and, therefore, the more visible it would be.
A second sketch (Figure 3.6) also used a grid map to visualize the
relationship between a number of public employees and transparency indexes. The more transparent a state, the whiter, making those
states with low scores more visible.
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Average number
of disclosures

New Mexico
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Full time
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New Mexico
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of disclosures per
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disclosure score

Filed
disclosures
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2,085,109
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employees

26,646

Reporters

2,500

disclosure score

Filed
disclosures

2,085,109

Filed disclosures
Total nº: 250

State employees

250

After a few weeks of work, we finally developed an idea that would be
present in the final visualization: using lines to hide information.
The third sketch played with this concept, using lines to cover the data
shown in a card. These cards —one for each state— would contain
information about the score, the total population, state employees,
reporters, and a number of filed disclosures (Figure 3.7). A number
of lines, with a thickness in relation to the personal financial disclosure
score, would hide this information (Figures 3.8 and 3.9). The
metaphor would be that the higher the score, the thinner the lines
and, therefore, the easier to read the information behind them.
Only when the viewers’ mouse would be over them, the lines would
move to the top and the bottom of the card to reveal the data.
The implementation of motion in this sense was used to increase the
users’ engagement, also as a metaphor that it is they with their
engagement who can make things more transparent.
By default, the cards position would have been sorted in relation
to the personal financial disclosure score ranking. Other sorting
options would have been included for the user to choose. This was
the reason why the sketch was finally rejected, as it was agreed
that a geographical sorting would make the understanding more
effortless, and would improve the engagement: finding a state is
easier when you know their relative position on a map.
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Figure 3.7
Three sketches with
different ways of
showing the information
in the cards.
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Online

Governor

Online

Governor

Yes

Robert J. Bentley
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Robert J. Bentley
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Robert J. Bentley

Yes

Robert J. Bentley

Figure 3.8
Sketches of different
line thickness.

Figure 3.9
Sketches: card coded in
HTML and CSS, lines in
Javascript (P5.js).
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Figure 3.10
Grid map with all the
states at the same size.
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Figure 3.11
Grid map. State’s size
in proportion to total population.
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From this point to the end, grid maps were always part of the concept.
We wanted to represent all the states with the same importance
or in relation to a specific value and, for this reason, traditional cartograms were not an option. The idea we liked most were grid maps,
where all the states would be represented by a square placed according to their spatial region, but inside a collective shape.
The two following sketches adopted this idea —one using the same
dimensions for all the states (Figure 3.10), and another one scaling the
squares in relation to the population’s size (Figure 3.11). Due to the
small size of the squares, the only information included was the states’
abbreviation. The lines were a representation of the data, showing
with their thickness which state was more or less transparent. One
idea that was also taken into account was to move the lines according to the personal financial disclosure score: moving the lines faster
for those that had a low score (preventing the viewers from seeing
behind the lines), and slower for those that were higher. These sketches
highlighted an important problem: creating at least 20 lines for 50
different states —that is 1000 lines— and moving them, even in canvas,
needs a very powerful computer RAM and makes the visualization
slower and unstable. This difficulty made us choose animated gifs to
show the lines.
These two concepts were finally discarded. They had the problem of
showing only one part of the research —the personal financial
disclosure— in the main visualization, relegating the other two parts
—transparency and corruption— to the individual page of the
states that would open when the users clicked.
FINAL DESIGN: MAIN PIECE
The final concept maintained the map grid and the lines to show the
personal financial disclosure score. However, another metaphor was
included in the design: spider webs. Corruption is often portrayed as a
web of connections, sticky and difficult to read. This is how radar
charts were included in the visualization.
This type of diagram can show more than three quantitative measures
in the same chart. It uses a circular layout with one axis per variable
being plotted, all of them emerging from the center —considered the
zero value— (Kirk 2016, p. 168). Each of the quantitative measures
in the chart is connected by a line creating a differential shape. Radar
charts are especially useful when doing small multiples, that is,
when comparing several categories that share the same dimensions.
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Financial disclosure score
The larger the shape, the better the
system of financial disclosure for
public officials in the state.

Disclosure score
–higher scores come out less dense

Corruption score
The larger the red shape, the more likely
corruption is to occur in the state.
Transparency score
The lighter the shade of red, the more
overall transparency in the state.

Transparency score
–higher scores come out clearer

Figure 3.12
Legend of the
main visualization.
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Figure 3.13
The State Financial
Disclosure project’s
main piece.
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In the end, the main piece was a map of small multiples (Figure 3.13),
one for each state, composed of two radar charts: one displaying
the personal financial disclosure score data; and another one displaying transparency and corruption data.
The personal financial disclosure radar chart. Each of the axes of this
radar chart is one of the five categories that compound the financial disclosure score. Instead of having a hue, the geometrical shapes
show animated gifs of lines moving within themselves. There are
ten different gifs that show the same amount of lines moving at different speeds: from very slow lines to very fast lines. These gifs are
selected and plotted in the charts in relation to the personal financial
disclosure score: the higher the score, the slower the lines; the
lower the score, the faster the lines.
The goal was to draw attention to the states that had better results.
Their forms are not only bigger, but they also transmit the impression
that they allow the viewer to perceive better what is underneath.
They are a metaphor of how a high personal financial disclosure score
allows seeing better what is happening in the state.
The transparency and corruption radar chart. The geometrical shape of
the second radar chart is derived from the four categories that
produce the corruption score. The color of the shape is a representation of the transparency score: the darker the red, the lower
the mark; the brighter the red, the higher the metric.
The final result is a map of the U.S. formed by small multiples of two
radar charts: the corruption and transparency shape, and, above it, the
personal financial disclosure form. The geometrical figures are visual
estimates of how high or low the scores are. This way, it is possible to
compare the three dimensions at once.
Motion is implemented as a metaphor of how financial disclosure regulations help to understand and knowing what is happening in a
state —both in terms of transparency and corruption. The speed of the
lines causes noise in the visualization, making those states with low
scores be perceptually blurrier.
In this sense, this is an implementation of data as motion in an indirect
way: the data does not include any type of variable that would
naturally be related to movement. It is also used as motion as a
captivator, as its design catches the viewers’ attention making them
wonder what they are.
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Figure 3.14
Massachusetts’
in-depth analysis.
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FINAL DESIGN: STATE’S SUBSECTION
The visualization also includes an individual space for each state that
is opened when the viewers click on the radar charts. This page
provides an in-depth analysis of the three dimensions through three
individual radar charts (Figure 3.14). Instead of mixing together
transparency and corruption, as it was done in the main piece, the two
of them are showed separately in their own diagram.
The shapes are formed by a dot that represents a metric in its
corresponding axes, and a line that connects the dots. The category
personal financial disclosure, part of the transparency score, is the
only one with a different treatment in order to highlight it. When the
viewers mouse over the dots, they get a description of that specific
category and its individual metric.
The financial disclosure radar chart uses black to stroke the lines
and fills the dots. The transparency and corruption radar charts use a
color scale depending on their final scores. The scale is the same
one as the one used on the map: the higher the final metric, the pinker
the color; the lower the score, the darker the red.
Motion in this part of the visualization is only employed when the
shapes of the radar charts are being formed. Its goal is to indicate to
the viewers that the radar charts are being updated with the
information of the state selected.

In conclusion, this visualization uses a very metaphorical implementation of motion. One that might not provide an exact perception
of a value, but that communicates a very specific message quite efficiently: a low financial disclosure score obstructs access to information.
The visualization offers a more abstract and artistic view of this
subject, making it stand out from previous works about the matter.

Figure 3.15
Complete website.
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Visualizing
swimming records

The second visualization project had the goal of exploring in a freer
and more organic way the implementations of motion. Without
forgetting the general public to which it was directed, the visualization
had the objective of pushing my notions about the subject, as that is
the only way to really understand the theory around how motion can
have different communication goals.
To do so, the topic to be chosen had to be related to movements,
speeds or flows. Finally, after considering different options, swimming
world records were the data selected. Principally, because, although
the data does not have motion in its values, swimming, as a sport, is
related to it: it is a race about being the fastest.
A BRIEF INTRODUCTION
TO SWIMMING VISUALIZATIONS
Although swimming is a very popular sport in specific seasons of the
year, especially during the Olympic Games, there are not many
examples of how swimming records have changed through time. Most
of the visualizations found are relative to Olympic Games competitions, where a specific swim race is explained.
In Racing Against History1 (Figure 3.16), The New York Times compares
Nathan Adrian’s gold in the Olympic Games of 2012 with every
Olympic gold medal in the men’s 100–meter freestyle. Using a video to
guide the viewer through the data and the story, the visualization
shows gold medalists racing to get to the end of the swimming pool.
Although they are frozen in a frame, the camera moves along each
one of them, highlighting specific moments or swims. Below the
video, another static visualization plots every Olympic medalist,
1 . http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2012/08/01/sports/olympics/racing-againsthistory.html
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Figure 3.16
Racing against history,
by The New York Times.
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Figure 3.17
Watch Katie Ledecky’s world record
400 meter freestyle swim,
by The New York Times.
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showing what was the time needed to win each one of them, and
what the time difference was compared to the last medalist in 2008.
Distancing themselves from the more analytical and data–driven
designs, the visualizations created by the New York Times in the 2016
Olympic Games used animated swimmer figures to explain how competitions were won, like the one pictured in Figure 3.172 . The speed of
these animations was in relation to the split times, allowing viewers
to see what the winning strategy was. It is a ‘simple’ but very effective
way, not only of using motion, but also of explaining the swim races.
Another visualization about swimming times is Michael Phelps vs.
Himself3 where The New York Times also uses these type of animations to compare this swimmer’s best times. They provide also a
different comparison by plotting lines for each race per year and using
time speed in the Y–axis (Figure 3.18).

2. http://www.nytimes.com/2016/08/08/sports/olympics/katie-ledecky-400-freestyleswimming-record.html
3. http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2016/08/09/sports/olympics/2016-08-09olympics-phelps-vs-phelps.html
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Figure 3.18
Michael Phelps vs.
Himself, by The New
York Times.
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Figure 3.19
How Sun Yang caught
up with Chad le Clos to
claim gold in the 200m
freestyle, by The
Guardian.

A visualization that allows viewers to control the animation is How Sun
Yang caught up with Chad le Clos to claim gold in the 200m freestyle4
(Figure 3.19). In it, The Guardian explains how in just the last 25 meters
Sun Yang won the race to Chad le Clos. The viewers control the rhythm
of the visualization by clicking a button. Motion is used to explain who
was winning in each split.
In the second part of the visualization, Yang’s race is compared to
other Olympic times and world records. In a first overview, the comparison is only until 2000, in the second one is with the swims done in
1900 and 1904, in the third one all swimming world records in the
200–meter freestyle are shown and, finally, all records and Olympic
medals are plotted for further exploration.
In conclusion, although swimming has been extensively visualized
during the Olympic Games, the visual strategies tend to be more or
less similar: comparing through lines or dots the final time records
with previous records of the same event. Motion is used to show how
a specific race has been performed, or to guide viewers through a
step by a step animation.
4. https://www.theguardian.com/sport/ng-interactive/2016/aug/09/how-sun-yangcaught-up-with-chad-le-clos-to-claim-gold-in-the-200m-freestyle
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Project 2

Swimming World Records
throughout History
https://irenedelatorre.github.io/swimming-records/index.html

The Swimming World Records throughout History project had
different goals. The most important one, related to this thesis, was to
explore the data using motion, finding the problems of the theory
explained in previous chapters and understanding how information
designers can employ movements and transformations. The other
objectives were, first, to analyze the data and find patterns —when
there were more records broken, for example— and, secondly, visualize
it for a general public, for people that might or might not be
interested in this sport. Attract them, making them want to know
more about swimming, beyond the traditional competitions seasons.
These all provided a good starting point to display this data differently from the visualizations previously showed. Without losing the
analytical approach, but using motion to explore it in a more
distinctive way.
The Swimming International Federation (FINA) provides information
about competitions, swimmers, and world records. However, only
the ten best times are uploaded on their website, which means that
they do not have a public database of all the records. USA Swimming, on the other hand, has a PDF with the records that have been
broken but only since the sixties. Wikipedia is another non-official
source with this information and provides world records since the
beginning of the 20th Century.
Because Wikipedia has the most data, this was the source that was
finally used. The current database of this project consists of 2,359
entries (one per swimmer breaking a record) with information about
specific competitions, sex, times, dates, nationality, continent
nationality, and location of the event.
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FIRST CONCEPT: GRAPHIC COMPETITIONS
One of the first conclusions that one comes at when exploring the
data is how much swimmers have improved. The oldest record in the
dataset, from 1902, was broken by Freddy Lane who swam the 200
meter freestyle in 2 minutes 28.6 seconds. One century later, that
same distance was swum in 1 minute 42 seconds by Paul Biedermann.
Although there are many interesting topics in the dataset —which
country was more powerful in the swimming pool depending on the
year, differences between distances, etc— the evolution of the
times is what was most attractive and striking to me.
The first sketches tried to visualize exactly this topic —how much
these times have changed— by showing graphical competitions.
The concept was to show lines whose size grew with a speed in relation to the record, over a timeline that had as Y axis the distance
of the competition. This way, the faster the record, the sooner the
complete height would be achieved by the line (Figure 3.20).
One of the issues that was soon detectable was that without the split
times of each record —that is, the times spent in each split during
the race—, the graphical competition was not unexpected. There was
no thrill in it. It was very easy to see who was the fastest —and
the winner—, and who was the slowest. For a moment, using a noise
acceleration for the lines was considered. However, this idea was
promptly forgotten as the goal of the sketch was to use the data as
motion implementation; and the modification of the speed values
could be interpreted as the use real split time values.
SECOND CONCEPT: ANALYTICAL VISUALIZATION
The second sketch did not abandon the goal of showing how much
the records have changed. However, the approach used was different.
The visualization did not use speed to animate the display, but dates:
it showed records in the order of when they were broken. The result
was a scatterplot —time on the Y axis and event on the X axis— that
was populated by circles —the records— depending on the dates.
The evolution of the records was still there because the dots showed
the range of the improvements in the times (Figure 3.21).
Motion was used to control the population of the scatterplot. This had
the goal of showing visually how, in specific moments, world records
were broken more than in other times —for example, more in the sixties or in the last decade, and none during World War II. Motion in this
120
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Figure 3.20
First sketch, 200 meter
men freestyle. Speed of
the lines is in relation to
the world record time.
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Figure 3.21
Second sketch.
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Figure 3.20
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Figure 3.21
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Figure 3.22
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sketch gave a lot of information regarding when swimming was more
or less popular as a sport.
The scatterplot also included the possibility of sorting the records in
different ways, either by type of event (the view by default), by
swimmers’ country, or by swimmer’s continent. It also gave the opportunity of searching for specific swimmers, in order to highlight their
times in different strokes and distances. These implementations had
motion included in them (Figure 3.22); every time the viewers selected a specific view, the records’ position changed depending on it,
and so did the axes. The objective was to use motion as a warning for
the viewers, a storytelling device that would tell them that some
elements of the visualization were changing —especially scales and
positions.
Although the scatterplot is still present in the final visualization, the
first animation in which the graphic is populated in relation to the
records’ date was sped up and shortened. It was too long, and a bit
difficult to understand. Moreover, a new and clearer chronology
that also showed records per date was implemented in a different
visualization.
THIRD CONCEPT: EVENTS’ EXPLORATION
The next sketches distanced themselves of the more analytical graphic
forms. Although the visual form was still a circle, its implementation
tried to be a resemblance of the ripples that objects —swimmers— produce when they are thrown into the water.
This visualization consisted of two parts: a small menu that shows all
the events and an individual exploration of one competition selected
by the viewers. The visual form, still a circle, tried to use the ripples
that objects produce in the water as a metaphor.
P R EV I O U S S P R EA D, R I GH T

Recovering the idea of using motion to show specific data, in this
case, record times, the visualization had two tasks: first, to show
overall comparisons between all records and, second, to show comparisons between records of a specific event. The first task (Figure 3.23)
was done by introducing a small visualization that shows groups of
circles, positioned in relation to the events and with radius in relation
to their record time. This way, the biggest circles were also the longest record times. This could be seen, first, in the records broken in
events such as the 800-meter freestyle or the 1500-meter freestyle
where the races are also the longest ones; and, secondly, in the circle
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Figure 3.22
Transition of the second
sketch. Final version.
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Figure 3.23
Animation of the
circle in relation to the
date of the record.
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rings, where the forms slowly reduced their size. The biggest circles,
the ones in the outside part of the clusters, were the oldest and slowest
records, while the smallest circles were the newest and fastest ones.
Motion was used employing the concept of the previous sketch, where
the population of the graph was in relation to the date the records
were broken. The speed in which each circle grew to their final form
was in relation to the average speed of the record —obtained dividing the final time in milliseconds by the distance of the event. This
implementation caused the smallest distances to be drawn faster,
while the longest ones were slower.
Finally, when clicking on specific groups of circles, the viewer could
explore how records in a specific event have changed. Like in the
timeline, the growth and the radius of these circles is proportional to
the speed of the record. The result is a composition of ripples different for each record that shows how the times have improved, and
which ones were a big difference from their predecessors.
One of the problems of the previous sketch is that the total times of
the records were too different depending on the race. There were
events that lasted less than 40 seconds, and others that lasted for
around 15 minutes. This made the comparison of the records very
difficult. To solve this obstacle, instead of making radius proportional
to final times; areas and motion were made proportional to average
speeds. That way the range of speeds was sufficiently similar to have
not only more manageable sizes in the circles, but also enough differences and similitudes to realize how diverse —or alike— each event was.

N EXT S PREAD, BOTTOM

Figure 3.24
Records sorted
by event.

A first exploration was made using the same concept as the previous
timeline: sorting the circles by type of event (Figure 3.24) and controlling the population of the chronology by the date in which those
records were broken. The implementation of motion as a way to show
the average speeds through the growth of the circles was excluded,
as it was almost unnoticeable.

Figure 3.27

A second exploration of this idea was used but sorting the circles —the
records— according to a timeline. This control of the motion showed
when there were more records broken. It also portrayed the metaphor
of water ripples better, as if one swimmer were opening the way for
others. A final version of this timeline can be seen in Figure 3.27.

Records timeline, radius
in relation to speed.
Final version.

The previous chronology where the records were clustered by type of
event was also provided to allow viewers to see how much each
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competition has changed. In this mode, new patterns appeared;
slowest events showed very important changes in the records as the
alterations between the speeds were bigger, while fastest —and
shortest— events tended to have many records around the very same
speed and, therefore, circles tended to cluster. This represents how
difficult it is to swim much faster in these types of distances.
Like in the previous sketch, when clicking in a record or in a specific
group of circles, the viewer could see how the speeds for that event
have changed (Figure 4.25). The drawing of each circle was controlled
by a timeline, and the area and speed of the transition of the circle
were both proportional to the speed of the record. The result was also
a composition of ripples that portrayed how some records were very
important improvements in relation to their predecessors.
Although the visual forms of the circles and the animations seemed
different and interesting, some implementations were discarded.
Motion was many times described as ‘beautiful but hard to understand’. In the visualization of a specific event (Figure 3.11), motion
did not help to clarify the timeline of the form but instead made the
graph more difficult to fathom. For this reason, the second part
of the visualization was changed to a composition of small multiples,
that showed average speeds of each record per event (Figure 3.28).
Motion, therefore, was only used in the chronology.
The development of this final concept disclosed how difficult is to use
motion in an effective way. Although its visual effect might be
striking, sometimes the final results do not align with the goals of a
visualization: informing in a clear way. The experiments previously
displayed are different and aesthetically pleasing, but challenged the
viewers’ understanding of the project. At some point, they transformed themselves into something to be attracted to and enjoyed, but
not into artifacts that communicate easily. Although the motion
that the concepts tried to use was data as motion in an indirect way
—displaying speed through the animation of the forms—, when the
sketches were showed it became evident that the implementation was
much nearer to motion as a captivator. This might have been a
result of the complexity of the forms, where too many things were
trying to be shown at once: a timeline, average speeds and differences
between records.
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Figure 3.25
Individual event
(100-meter freestyle),
growing speed in
relation to time record.
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Figure 3.26
Individual event
(100-meter freestyle),
clustered by sex.
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Figure 3.28
Average speeds of each
record per event.
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FOURTH CONCEPT:
USING MOTION TO SHOW SPEED
With all these considerations in mind, a fourth concept was developed.
After the three previous sketches, the data was much better understood, like the applications of motion. This last visualization had the
goal of using data as motion effectively, making the information
clearer, not harder to understand. Coming back to the starting point of
the Swimming World Records throughout History project, the focus
of this concept was to show all swimmers competing with each other.
Presenting visually how much faster they have become throughout
the times, and how different they are depending on the event.
The concept was quite similar to the first sketch (Figure 3.20):
forms moving from one side of the screen to the other. However,
instead of showing lines growing in size, animated circles represented the swimmers moving (Figure 3.29). The speed in which they
moved was proportional to the record's average speeds, calculated in
the previous design. In order to represent visually how much those
swimmers gained in each meter —that is, the average speed— a simple
rule of three was made: if the space in which those circles are moving
represents a 50-meter swimming pool, and the average speed in that
situation is X, how many pixels should the circles move per second?
A small noise was also provided to the circles in their Y axis, which
made their trajectories not completely straight. This noise was also in
relation to the average speed: the ‘jumpier’ the dot, the faster the
average speed. The goal was to use motion as visually objective as
possible in the X axis in order to reinforce the movements displayed,
making it easier to perceive and understand; while using it as a
captivator in the Y axis making the dots more playful. The dots were
vertically ordered by date to show how the sport has changed.
Although at the beginning of the animation the patterns were not
visible, as the competition was developing and finishing, it was
easy to see those improvements as a scatterplot was made visible
with dates in the Y axis and average speeds in the X axes.

OP P OSITE

NEXT S P R EA D

Figure 3.29

Figure 3.30

Visualization of all records
competing against each other in a
50-meter swimming pool.

Records broken in the 50-meter
freestyle and backstroke and in the
200-meter freestyle and backstroke.
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In order to see those records per event, and show in a clearer way the
speed disparities, a set of small multiples was provided (Figure 3.30).
Each of them displayed the records broken for that specific discipline,
showing, like in the other designs, men in blue dots and women in
purple dots. These small multiples showed the improvements through
the motion of the circles; allowing viewers to see when a woman, for
example, started to be as fast as some of the male records; or, if
seeing all the charts together, how fast a specific event was in
comparison to another. The information was in the scatterplots that
were formed while the dots were animated, but also in the dots
moving and showing visually how fast a record was in relation to the
other records for that same event.
While the set of all records competing with each other provided an
overall image of the evolution of the sport; the motion in the multiples
allowed to see the differences in speed between distances and
strokes. For example, in the animation of the multiples, while the
records broken in the 50-meter freestyle have already finished their
race, the circles of the 400-meter freestyle event are still moving. The
visualization about ranges of speed (Figure 3.28) presented this
information statically, showing how faster or slower a record was in
comparison to the others. However, this implementation not only
showed that, it also provided a better way to interpret the ranges, a
more direct and visual approach of the same message.
However, the animations also had disadvantages. The only way to
show these differences was by animating all the records at once,
which means that the viewers were losing information as they could
not see everything at once —for that, they need to go to the big
animation (Figure 3.29). This also meant that the information was only
on the screen while the circles were moving. Once they stop, they
provided a different type of figure —a time range of when the records
had been broken— but did not show the differences of speed in the
records. The only way to overcome this issue was by either looping
the records or by allowing the viewer to choose when the animation
starts, it was finally implemented.
Finally, a search tool to highlight swimmers was added both in the
general visualization (Figure 3.31) and in the multiple charts per event
(Figure 3.32). The dots representing the selected swimmer maintained
their sizes, while the rest appeared in a lower opacity and in a smaller
size. This was done in order to allow a comparison between the
records of the individual swimmer with the overall picture of the
records. To facilitate the identification of the selection, a line was
138
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Animation in the main
display. Highlighted all
records broken by
Michael Phelps.
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added for each record highlighting the number of times that swimmer
appears in the dataset, and in what range of time.
Through this last concept, data as motion was successfully applied, as
well as motion as a captivator. Viewers understood quickly what they
were seeing. The application of motion was more intuitive and close to
their idea of speeds and swimming competitions. The visual displays
were not too intricate, making them comprehensible and direct. The
result was a visualization that created graphic forms that explained
information and were easy to understand and clear to interact with.
All of them, ultimate goals of any visualization, in general, and of its
application of motion, in particular.

O P P OS I TE

Figure 3.32
Set of small multiples
highlighting all the
records broken
by Michael Phelps
by type of event.
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Chapter 4

Conclusions
This thesis had the goal of revealing the role that motion plays in
visualizations. As showed in the State of the Art, there are many good
examples of how movements and transformations are employed in
visualizations, strengthening the message and, sometimes, making the
piece absolutely unique and outstanding. At the same time, the State
of the Art included some of the researches that have been done around
motion in visualizations: how it is an element that catches our perception, how it can have different forms depending on how the user
can control the design’s animation; and what components constitute a
dynamic form.

Figure 4.1
A Bouncing Ball in
Diminishing Arcs,
1958-61,
by Berenice Abbott.

The argument has focused on another and much less explored topic:
how motion can be employed with different communication goals in a
visualization. As a visual element that participates in the communication system of the visualization, its form and its implementation
influence how the message is being received. And for this, its conception must not be taken for granted. Motion, far from being just a
gratuitous element, has a direct influence in the viewers’ experience,
either by enhancing it and improving the data translation and the
visualization’s message and aesthetics, or by deteriorating it and
concealing the data and the story behind it.
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In a perfect setting, motion’s implementation reinforces the
information that is being portrayed, the storytelling and the users
experience and, as a result, it can increase the memorability of
the visualization by constructing something that stands out from any
other design. However, if anything has been indicated by the
experiments previously explained, it is that motion is a difficult
application to employ.
The use of motion as an interpolation of data values happens in a
natural way. In interactive chronologies, where many entities are all
being plotted at the same time, being able to animate the values
instead of showing all of them at once is usually a demand that comes
from the visualization itself. The same happens to motion as a storytelling device, where the transitions are introduced to connect the
visual displays. Although the way these transitions happen must be
considered as a technique of controlling the message —the design
of those transitions also have their own meaning— its ideation and use
also occur in a more or less intuitive way: for example, zoom in to
obtain more details about the parts; zoom out to get a more general
view of the topic.
However, the other two implementations of motion —data as motion
and motion as a captivator— are much more complicated. Data as
motion carries considerably more information than its counterparts
and, therefore, brings a greater level of complexity to the design.
It is for this reason that its conception, design, and application requires
more work: first because the data’s codification into motion requires
a robust knowledge of coding, as well as time for doing so; and, secondly, because that visual form is what is going to carry the biggest
part of the visualization’s message and, therefore, needs to be clear
and easy to understand.
The fourth type of motion, motion as a captivator, refers to motion’s
ability to attract viewers’ attention and to its aesthetical form. Its
implementation is also a very dangerous one as it can create exceptional effects: animations that are impressive and reinforce the
information making the visualization stand out; or very precarious
ones, animations that just stand out visually but not only do not
enhance the visualization’s message but obscure it making it unclear
and difficult to decode. It is imperative to realize when this last
situation is happening and do not let this type of motion captivate the
designers themselves into employing it, perpetuating this inadequate
seduction to the viewer. During the Swimming World Records throughout History project, there were moments when some animations were
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beautiful to see but their message was so intricate that it did not say
much to someone who did not know what the visualization was about.
At the end, a static form was better to communicate that specific
message than forms moving. Recognizing the importance of the application of motion is also understanding when its implementation is
not needed.
There are other moments, however, when this type of motion can convey messages even when its codification is not related to the data.
For example, without motion as a captivator in the last design of the
Swimming Records throughout History project, the dots of the
visualization would have appeared lifeless, just forms moving from left
to right. The use of this type of motion created not only a more
organic design but also made a better visual metaphor of what the
dots were: swimmers moving.
It is essential to identify what role motion is going to play in the visualization from the very beginning of its design. Especially in the
preproduction phase when the form ideation occurs. Programming
languages allow using motion in very peculiar and personal ways.
However, these uses must be accompanied of a high self-critique where
designers must always ask themselves if motion is actually helping
to clarify the information or, even, if the concept they had ideated is
actually working as desired. User tests will help to verify if the
message is understandable, or if, on the contrary, motion’s implementation is confusing it and making the visualization more complicated
than necessary. These steps should not be foreign to any designer as
the design practice is, most of the time, a communication process
where ideas are tested and corrected repeatedly, depending on feedback and improved.
The ideation of any visualization can be very personal, where a team
brainstorms different ideas and sketches, and spends days, weeks
or months, depending on the time frame of the project, working on the
same concept. At the end, any person who has participated in it
understands perfectly what the visualization is telling. Showing it to
viewers that are unfamiliar with the project, helps to realize what
it is working or what should be improved.
The four implementations of motion come from the experience of
designing, researching and observing visualizations. Understanding
how they affect viewers come from my own experience as a designer and a viewer, from seeing how peers interact with them and from
my own intuition. It would be very interesting to do formal research
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about the amount of data that motion can carry, trying to understand
if there is a threshold of number of variables that motion can display;
about how motion can be a silent narrator; or how motion’s design and
application can help or not in the aesthetics of the visualization. And
there are still more questions that need to be answered, affirmations
that need to be tested:
Does data as motion actually help in the clarification of the data that is
shown in a visualization? Does motion as an interpolation of data
values and motion as a storytelling device reinforce the visualization
and help viewers understand the message and engage with it? Does
motion as a captivator actually attract viewers? Which one of them
helps more in the memorability, not only of the design but also of the
information that is being portrayed?
The answer to these questions come from observations and from
informal tests with different viewers. However, if we want to know
more about how motion can be used, and how this visual element
takes part in the final result of the visualization, more studies about it
must be done. The more we understand how motion is decoded by
viewers, the better we will be able to implement it in visualizations and,
therefore, the better we will be able to communicate information.
The goal is not to look for the mathematical formula of how to
apply motion in visualizations, but to argue and prove that motion is
not only an aesthetic tool but a communication device that helps
the visualization express the message.
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